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The Great October Socialist Revolution opened a nev   . 
m in tbe history of our Motherland and all humanity.      K 
?2 oSr <£unt?y on to the path of socialist development. 
led QUT

0^YJ
thl

n
möst taportant tasks in the socialist 

information of our country was the creation of a power- 
fi-fSdnst-y! with special emphasis on heavy Industry. 
ALhA'USe as'tho ^technical base o^thj entire 
economy« including agriculture.    I^'    Jrlhm ?*4tl 
1Q?0 give impetus to the creation of the GOEIÄO v-.ate 
roamilslon on the Electrification of the Repuoiie)  p*an 
uommi^ioxi vu I outline of the development of tne 
^SrTew^oS^biSs of ■electrification.      The most 
natxondX J^-J;f% rr*     *    bv the Dlan were the reinforcement 
S*"S^titlS!!kSä «Sltoü.- *- tb. incraa« of *»1 
production* ^  ,  ^ .j.1n« ors i-Hg» fact" 

The Communist Party cased itb -^ion ??^««!rv could th»*- onlv the speeded-up development oi heavy iuuut-ry coaxo 
^surea compute victory for the new social order.  For 
tbi- reLon! the creation of heavy Industry was .tee nost 
Sportant 2nd at the same time the most complex task of the 

Soviet gate,      transltion to peaceful endeavor following 
+>» wlljono' the Civil Wear, the country could not embark 
£ i?° S5 wSst^otion directly with the creation of a heavy 
V^r*trv* it was first necessary to heal the wounds inflicted 
hf So War. to reestablish the national economy, and to bring 
r>tv>-.: to industry, transportation, and agriculture. 
°ri   She how industrial output in 1920 was almost seven 
t<r^< smaller than that of the prewar P«ioa.  Togetier with 
^e ^Stenance factories» the machine building industry in 
4"'?-(> reduced only 16^ of the 1913 production level.       . 
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The reestablishment of industry began with light 
industry« and first and foremost with those sectors -which 
served the needs of agriculture.  Increased activity in 
agriculture and light industry made it possible to accumulate 
a certain araount of capital for the reestablishment of heavy 
industry« 

Despite the extremely rapid growth in metal production, 
the reconstruction period in ferrous metallurgy lasted until 
the first year of the first Five-Year Plan» since the damage 
inflicted in this branch of industry was greater than in any 
other» 

By 1925* heavy industry was providing about three 
quarters of the prewar production volume, Hapid gains were 
made in all branches of industry producing the means of 
production and means of consumption*  Significant successes 
were likewise achieved in the reestablishment of agriculture: 
it was to rise to 87%  of the prewar level both with respect 
to area under cultivation and grain production. 

In 19264 as a result of the successful fulfillment of 
the GOELRO plan, the electric power stations of the Soviet 
Union «exceeded by one and a half times the prewar level of 
electric power production»  New electric power stations to 
be built were the Volkhovskaya, Shattirskayafl Kashirskaya* 
Balaimninskaya* etc»  The electrical power produced was 
basically used for industrial purposes 1 this made possible 
a considerable increase in the level of industrial mechani- 
zation. 

In the petroleum industry,s  the prewar level of oil ' 
production was exceeded in 1926-1927: 10*2 million tons 
were obtained as against the 9*2 million tons in 1913« 
Obsolete methods of obtaining petroleum were replaced by the 
use of modern machines (depth pumps and compressors)*  The 
general level of mechanization in petroleum production was 
likewise increased on the basis of new technical methods» 

Great chang.es also took place in the coal industry* 
In addition to a constantly improving level of coal ex- 
traction mechanization,, this industry underwent a process 
of reestablishing, old and cutting new and larger mine shafts« 

Machine building was not only reestablished* but 
branched out into new areas as well. 

Thus4i for example» tractors war® built for the firs' 
time in our country« although on an insignificant scale» 
There were already more textile iooras beim, produced than 
in the prewar period.  The production of agricultural 
machinery far exceeded the prewar level»  Particularly 
great achievements were made in power production machinery 
construction. 
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Tn 1926, machine' building constituted 10.7?' of the 
entire industrial product as against 6.0,.« in 1913. 

Machine building exceeded the prewar level oy more 
than one and a half times. ^ 

3v th*1 end of the reconstruction period, the u-obd 
r,c-,.:r~e^the~ eleventh place in the world with respect to 
tl^rU'&l  power production, the tenth place in coal pro- 
duction' the seventh place in pigiron production, the sixth 
place in steel production,and the eleventh place in urock 
production (116 trucks were built in 1925). 

XYie •foundations of socialist industrialization were 
leid in the "process of reestablishing the national econonv. 

'industry occupied an ever greater role in the CGV>'^^' iix ..' i. . 

eronomy.   This created a firm basis for the eon^u-d r.rovth 
of productive forces in the succeeding, reconstruction periud. 

Although fraueht with the greatest diilicuities* me 
restoration of the national economy was completed in a 
M*rorJ"»llv unprecedented length of time.  mis was 
a^htevei' ss" a result of the superiority of the dovi- economic 
t;£,Üm over that of the capitalist countries.  nut a nation 
building socialism could not rest, on Its laurel, 

TV><» 14-th Congress oi the ^i.L-nasa.i-Bn  v/umuiubi »"HJ 
of Bo'W^vik/in December, 192:), guided by the objective 
3aw- OF social development, outlined the future_plans ,or 
socialist industrialization,  This was the basis ior tne 
^re^tion of an industrial-technological nase for socialism 
anöf the" liquidation of technological and economic backwardness 

in cur g^not;(]cies of  sociaiist industrialization bore fruit 
during the time of the five:year plans.    .. ^. _      , 

7bp first Five-bear i-'xan nact as its purpose tne IUI- 
fin-ent"of the task posed by the Party of creating an ad- 
vanced domestic technological base for the socialist re- 
construction of the entire national economy ana tae achieve- 
ment of technoioeical-economic independence for the Ubaii. 
Prch a' task could be coped with by industry onxy if machine 
h»i']diip were to assume a position of primary importance in 
IT"" r: iq pr.*cipelv for this reason that the Five-iear  ^ 
Fan envisioned a 35G> increase in machinery-production ana 
metal processing as against the projected 2oO'P  grcwoh in 
ben,-r'<" i'"dustr"'' in general« ,,,  , 
"""   "fhe creation of a domestic industrial base m uhe first 
F^vp-Year Plan for the reconstruction of industry» trans- 
portation.- and agriculture effected a radical change in the 
structure of the Soviet national economy» 

Prom an agrarian nation, the Soviet union became an 
industrial power» 
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^ ^cevpse of universal historical importance were the 
.^rwiiP  achievements of the USSR during the course of 
™ccn! Äear'PlanCl|32:l?37>.  and to some extent 
the ^^^wlndusLy1^ Mt£Xf Jocularly high rate 
rf ^ow-hln tSeUSsL      During the years of the second 
M4-?ea? PlanTthe mean annual growth rate in heavy in- 
rlastry fmounted to 17.1*.      For the J^ °Jt^«J;f £6 
is  sufficient to point out,  ti2a\;%SA^^m Som 1929  bo 
maior industries grew afc a rate of ^ pe*  ^^gS^Jj^t 
1936, while heavy industry over tne years 1922-1929 g.ew «. 
a rate-?h-6;& nation of socialist industrialization intro- 
. * ^Afvkt cnan4s into the economic geography of trie ducea significant chan es znco ive fopces began t0 

ÄSÄ '^SSSSuSS SliSS S«.usrof natural induatna^-suiu _^^ i^r^fcrv closer to tue sources ox 
^Sals! tnSa^labcf efficiency,  and,the strengthens 
of the economic independence and defense capaoiixty oi   „,.* 
Soviet State., ions around ^3^^ ana L^ing^d 
undent radical reconstruction in the ^^.towl^- ™  clans,       The dominant industries in this ^e« nov        ,; 
tho«e coficerred with producing the tools and means °ti pr^ac-.. 
Jh°si;°th* 5act that the primary industry prior to  u*e ^J0;u. Qöfapio«  l-a^ -act.    a«. . became the powenui foea.. 
was textile maK^ng,       iue^    *+tlt,  „„,* tfc^^lftP^al re- points of socialist reconstruction and teta^oiog^cax 
armatient of the entire national economy. ,^™^ 

One of    the resolutions adopted  at the 17th oongi e- 
of the All-Russian Communist Party of Bolsheviks reads  as 
?ollSv«t    41 the basis of developments in the old industrial 
«enters* new support bases for industrialisation in ,ue 
faftem regions of the Soviet Union «eyeing ^f^/g^rn 
nrels. Western and Eastern Siberia» BashKix.a.»  jn- *w-     - 
K"; Kazakhstan,  and Central Asia-   /jiote:    ^11^^^ 

P&SeS "fs'the° Soviet machine building Industry, grew .the 
importation of machines dwindled off.       Thus    in 1^^-J.jg.> 
*hi value of tractor imports amounted to o?6 million 1---«-. 
rh--1r already in 1932,  no tractors were imported auet-o  Che 
iSitlatronlf ^ss'tractor production in the Soviet Union. 
This also occurred  in the case of automobile,. n W'. 
thi importation of automobiles was  suspended despite u.e 
fact "that in 1929,  imported antes nade up 79* 01  tne  „otal 
automobile influx into  the national economy. 
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The importation of machines, equipment, and the 

.flost important raw materials for heavy industry was 
exploited in the Interests cf assuring the uninterrupted 
continuance of the industrial expansion process. 

The  second Five-Year Plan was basically fulfilled 
•w;th the aid of the domestic machine building industry and 
aortic raw materials.  In 1937» machine imports fell, to 
0.9/2 as agsinsfc h3,6y in 1913* and 21), in 192ü4 with a^ ^ 
concomitant increase in machinery consumption of 19o*.:$;% m 
1926 over the 1913 level, and 1869.1$ in 1937 over that 
same level. 

In 1937* the prewar level of machinery production 
ves exceeded by a factor of 28,  The Soviet Union itself 
began to escort machines and equipment. 

Due to the successful development of the machine 
building industry and both ferrous and non-ferrous nethU-wyr,. 
an end was put to the ancient backwardness in the field of 
agriculture«   Soviet agriculture became one of the major 
technologically advanced agrarian systems in the world. 

Upon completion of the second Pive-Year Plan, the 
t-ota"! industrial output of socialist industry exceeded by 
h/o  the level of German industry, by hoAl the British level, 
and oy  more than 300h the industrial level of Prance«  In 
the production of pigiron and steel, the UdSR assumed trie 
second position in .Europe end the third in the world»  In 
electrical power production the Soviet 'Union nrnped from 
fifteenth place to second in the world and first in i-iurope. 

In 1937* industrial production in the USSR accounted- 
for 77.*fo of the national output as against thhv in 1913. 

The enormous scale of industrial-production» the 
primary emphasis placet on the development of heavy industry 
according to the industrialization plan* the location of . 
new construction projects in regions which formerly hae no 
industry* the creation of completely new forms cf production 
whose technical aspects had to be mastered, and finally the 
technical reconstruction ef agriculture—sll of this raede the 
problem of trained cadres extremely acute* 

Over the period of 1928 through 19W, the number of 
workers and employees occupied in the USSH nations! eeonony 
iuere?w^d from 10*8 up to 31.2 million persons* he,» by 
iOOii.  3v the end of the second Five-Year Plan« industry 
was employine over 10 million workers and employees*  Ibis 
furore"was 3^6 times greater than that cf 1913»  It was 
during these years that the Soviet union created its 
engineering-technical intelligentsia* 

Jr. « historically short period of time, our country 
built a socialist society and liquidated the exploiting, 
classes» 



In the öom-se of the third Five-Year Plan, the USSR 
entered a new phase of its development--that of a gradual 
transition from socialism to connaunism.  The 18th Congress 
of the All-Russian Party of Bolsheviks set forth as one of 
the most important conditions for this transition the reali- 
sation of a new economic goal for the USSR—-that of overtaking 
ana surpassing the major capitalist, nations in economic rcight» 
ie„ in per capita industrial output*  By 19^1» our industry 
was rebuilt on a new technological base.  As .a result of 
the realization of the industrialisation policy* the USSR 
became an industrial power with an industry differing both 
in kind and technological advancement from that of the pre- 
revolutionary era». 

19^1 marked the start of the Great War of the Motherland* 
which was to interrupt the peaceful endeavors of the Soviet 
people.  Everything was subordinated to wartime conditionss 
and the entire Soviet people backed up the war effort»  But 
even under the difficult wartime conditions, industrial 
production in the Eastern region of the country continued to 
grow. 

The severe test to which our industry v?as- subjected 
during the War proved the economic might and independence of 
the USSR. 

The basis of the economic and cultural activity of- the 
Soviet people in the postwar years was the Five-Year Plan for 
the reconstruction and development of the national economy 
(19^5-1950). 

During the years of this Five-Year Plan, socialist 
industry rose to a new and unprecedented level of development! 
the technological rearmament of the Soviet national economy 
progressed at unheard of rates» 

Great successes were achieved in the development of 
the machine building industry.  Production in this sector, 
of the economy in 1950 exceeded by 2e3 times the 19lK>  volume * 
the production of metallurgical equipment increased by h.B 
times* steam turbine production increased by 2,6 times 
(to include the largest turbines in the world, with a power 
of 100-150 kilowatts), electric power equipment increased by 
three times* oil drilling and refining equipment by three 
times, tractor production by 3.8 times.» combine production 
by 3*6 times* tractor ploughs by 3*1 times, etc» 

The rapid growth of Soviet machinery construction was 
aided by the extensive introduction of advanced technological 
processes and methods of production: rapid techniques of 
metal cutting* stamping« high-frequency current tempering* 
as well as by the introduction of continuous and automatic 
machlnging equipments etc«  About 250 new types of general- 
purpose metal cutting machinesa over 1000 types of specialized 



and aggregate machines,'.2.3 types of automatic and semi- 
automatic metal cutters» 34- types of automatic fe eg inc. and 
pressing machines, etc» were introduced; 26 automatic metal 
shaping lines were created and an automatic factory for 
producing automobile parts wee produced,  Over the last 
three years, the machine building industry has created over 
I6üü new types of machines and-mechanisms*  New types of 
equipment have been produced for electrical power stations, 
the metallurgical* chemical, and other industries* including 
more economical hydraulic and steam turbines» highly efficient 
rolling equipment., and new types of apparatus and devices for 
automatic control and regulation of production processes* 

the result.« of the fourth Five-Year Plan provided 
clear evidence of the power and might of the Soviet State 
end represented an expression of its peace-loving policies, 
as well as a triumph of the peaceful creative endeavors of 
the Soviet people, 

"The" successful, completion of the fourth ?ive-lear Plan 
makes it possible to undertake a new five-year plan.to assure 
the further growth of all branches of the national economy,, 
materiel ^ellD-einj** health9 and cultural advancement for the 
people'8 /see note/ --so reads a directive of the. 19th Party 
Congress on the five-year plan'of development in the Soviet 
Union for the years 1951-1.155.  /Note: the Resolution of 
the'lpth Congress of the Corsnunist Party of the Soviet 
Unions 1952.»/ 

The fifth Five-Year Plan for the years 1.951-19'15 
envisions enormous growth in all tranches of the national 
economy«  The most important place in the plan is again 
played by the development of socialist industry»  By 1955» 
the volume of industrial production is to have increased by 
three times over the 19liO level» 

The creation and strengthening of the material-productive 
base for socialism and the further provision of high-quality 
machinery to all branches of the national economy depends on 
the level of development of heavy industry*  For this reason» 
the fifth Five-Year Plan* tiust as the fourths ones again 
reiterates the task of increasing the role of heavy industry 
in the total national economy. 

Rapid growth rates in heavy industry» enormous capital 
construction« with particular emphasis on electrical power 
stations6 the continued electrification of.the national 
economy and its improvement with the aid of electrical equip- 
ment placed at the disposal of labor» the further technical 
rearmament of industry through mechanization and automation* 
the better utilization of the industrial potentials aud the 
3.0 wer inc. of production costs and improvement of product 
quality, the further alteration of the geographic distribution 
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of Industry»-such are the more characteristic general features 
of the fifth Five-Year Plan in the field of industrial 
development. 

Technical progress represents one of the most im- 
portant features of the basic economic law of socialism, 
'übe improvement of socialist industry on the basis of ad- 
vancing technology assures its continued -growth and rapid 
rates of expansion» 

The mechanization and automation of production are 
both important trends in our technological policy.  In the 
fifth Five-Year Plan, the problems of work mechanization and 
production automation occupy an extremely important place. 

The Plan envisions rapid growth rates in the machine 
building industry—the basis for new end powerful technological 
progress in all branches of the Soviet national economy. 
The growth rate in machine building is somewhat higher than, 
for- ezample9 in the metallurgical, coal» and petroleum 
industries»  The production of machines and metals must 
increase by approximately 200$, 

Basing its effort on the outstanding successes achieved 
by socialist industry in the Soviet Union, the Soviet peoole 
are successfully bringing to fruition the grandiose plans'" 
which portend a new stage in the creation of a material- 
technical base for Communism. 

It was in the light of the task of economic and 
cultural-political development In our Motherland that the 
problem of higher technical education was attacked in the USSR. 
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History knows no examples of such successes in the 
.growth of higher education, as were achieved by the'TJC.S'K 
following the victory of the Great October Socialist 
Resolution. 

The system of higher technical education inherited 
by the working class from the bourgeoisie and thn landlords 
was completely inadequate to the needs of the socialist 

Radical changes in the vzhole contents 'form, and 
methods of work in the higher technical school, its trans- 
formation into a source of enrichment in ail cultural 
achievements for the workers« its transformation'into■a 
school for the preparation and education of the builders 
of a communist society--such were the tasks that confronted 
the proletarian state in the field of higher technical. 
education. , 

The measures taken by the Soviet' regime toward tha 
solution of these problems received ardent support froa the 
prog re s s i vely -mind ed s ci ent i<? t s and eng ineer s * -mü le meeting 
the resistance of the reactionary .technological intelligentsia. 

Despite the genarally difficult conditions in waioh 
the nation found itself in the Civil.War period,, the higher 
technical schools, owing to the solicitude of the Communist 
Party and Government» were by 1921 able to reopen their doors 
and to produce more specialists than in the pre-revolutionary • 
period. 

But at the same time, the higher technical schools 
did not as yet face up to the political challenge» This was 
the basic difficulty to be remedied and the one which received 
the greatest attention» 

Following the conclusion of the Civil War and with the 
transition to the reconstruction period, our country was in 
need of numerous technical cadres»  In order to satisfy this 
need, there was established an extensive network of higher 
and secondary technical schools.  During the 1922-1923 
school yeara the RSFSR (Russian. Socialist Federated Soviet 
Republic) had 2kQ  colleges and higher technical schools with 
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216*7 thousand students» In addition to 932 technical schools 
Ueehnicums) and other specialised institutions with 121.6 
thousand students*  In the succeeding years» the number of 
educational institutions continued to grow without inter- 
ruption. 

The rapid growth of higher technical education was 
assisted by the successful realization of the Party directive 
concerning the further political involvement of higher- 
educational institutions and the organizational reinforcement 
of political life in them» 

In' 1925« however» serious shortcomings were discovered 
in the work of higher technical schools*  One of the basic 
shortcomings was the gulf between educational institutions 
and the national economy;  the reason for this gap was the 
unfortunate geographical distribution of the higher technical 
schools, their archaic organization, and the imperfect 
character of the teaching process.  All of this applied par- 
ticularly to certain old polytechnic highschools which 
developed under conditions of technological and economic 
backwardness in. old Russia* 

The rapid development of productive forces during the 
period of socialist reconstruction created an. unprecedented 
need for new cadres prepared in accordance with the needs 
of technology and industrial organization.  The old system 
of preparing technical cadres was inadequate to meet the 
new needs and became a mere obstacle« 

The realization of the decisions adopted at the July 
(1920) and November (1929) Plenary Sessions of the All--Russian 
Communist Party of Bolsheviks and the resolutions of the USSR 
Central Executive Committee of 19 September, 19324 led to a 
radical reconstruction of the entire system of technical 
education in the country*  Ms program of reconstruction 
proceeded along the following lines: 

1) The attachment of colleges,» higher technical schools« 
technicamss .and rabfaks (worker training courses) to the 
appropriate economic organizations; 

2) The reorganization of polytechnic schools having 
several departments and the creation of specialised 
educational institutions on this basis; 

3) The improvement of the teaching process? 
h)  The creation of a network of new colleges, higher • 

technical schools8 and technicums with due regard for the needs 
of the growing national economy, the economic division of the 
country, ana  the cultural construction program in the national 

:^^ict! 
The quantitative growth of higher educational institu« 

tions and the student population was accompanied by & 
qualitative improvement in the entire educational system* 
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The number of colleges and higher technical schools Increased 
to 719 by 1932-1933* while the number of students rose to 
^6.3,0 thousand * 

The systematic growth of the network of higher 
educational institutions was combined vith their ratiemal 
distribution over the territory öf the USSR,  Higher 
educational institutions in the national republics grew and 
expanded as well... 

As a result of the enormous political and organizational 
effort to prepare, technical cadres and cadres for various 
tranches of the national economy during the period of the 
first five-year plan* the number of specialists increased 
sharply.  In 1929« the number of specialists with a higher 
education was 57*0 thousand, While'the number with a secondary 
education was 55.0 thousands in 1932* these figures reached 
216,0 end 288,0 thousand respectively. 

During the first Five-Year plan.» the percentage of 
technical cadres at industrial enterprises rose from 3.8$> 
to 7%  of the total, work force. 

Despite .this fact» however, the number of available 
specialists could not satisfy the needs of the national 
economy. 

For this reason« the problem of -cadres assumed 
decisive importance In the second Five-Year Plan« As  a 
result of the intensification of efforts on the preparation 
of cadres capable of mastering the newly developed technology 
ana using it effectively» the graduation of specialists from 
educational institutions during the years of the second 
Five-Year Plan rose to over twice that of the first Five-Year 

Ihe mass training of specialists in higher educational 
institutions made it possible- to satisfy to a considerable 
degree the needs of the national economy,,  The problem of 
cadres was thus solved* 

The old slogan about mastering technology was replaced 
by a new slogan calling for the mastery of Bolshevisms the 
political education of cadres» and the liquidation of 
political apathy. 

Die realisation of the directives adopted at the 
18th Congress of the Ill-Russian Communist Party of Bolsheviks 
and the succeeding Party and Government decisions on higher 
technical education led to further growth in this area« In 
the three and a half years of the third Five-Year Plan 
(1938-19^1*)* the higher educational institutions graduated 
ÜO9.0 thousand specialists« including 116.5 thousand engineers« 
while the network, of higher educational Institutions grew to 
include 782 units«. 
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The Great War of' the Motherland proved to be a, severe 
test for our country. 

The  higher educational institutions did not for a 
single day interrupt their training of highly qualified 
specialists for the national economy»  Despite the teaporary 
occupation of a portion of the SOT!et territory by the 
enemy and the concomitant reduction in the number of schools 
as well as the evacuation of the .majority.-of the population 
into the Interior of. the country» 132.5 thousand specialists,, 
including **1.6 thousand engineers were graduated over the 
period 19^-2-19^5» 

As the* enemy was being driven from our country» the 
higher educational institutions performed the enormous task 
of reconstructing the educational system.  3y the end of 
the War, the USSR had 720 functioning colleges and. higher . 

¥ith~the end of the Great War of the Motherland, the 
hieher educational institutions fulfilled all of their res- 
ponsibilities as outlined in the fourth Five-Year Plan for 
the reconstruction and development of the national economy 
(191*6-1950)* "3y  1951s the network of higher educational 
institutions in the USSR reached a figure of 8^7, while the 
student population numbered o^l.O thousand.»  During this time4 
the institutions graduated 652 thousand young specialists for 
ail branches of the national economy« 

Die period of postwar development in the educational 
system is noteworthy not only for quantitative growth» but 
also for the serious qualitative changes wrought in all fields 
of pedagogical, methodological* scientific research« and 
ideological work, In all of this* the educational system 
was assisted by the historical decisions of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party on ideological problems, 
as well as by philosophical discussions« creative discussions 
on the problems of biology* physiology» and language study« 

The large financial allocations made by the State to 
the educational system assured the creation of a modern 
materi ai. ba ss, 

The 19th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union held in. 1952 confronted the Soviet system of higher 
education with the task of affecting further expansion in 
the country's higher education«,  The directives dealing 
with the fifth Five-Year Plan for 1951-1955 envision a two- 
fold increase in the number of specialists, graduating from 
higher educational institutions into the most important 
branches of industry, construction» and agriculture» 

The rapid development of the national economy» science 
and technology« and the organization of new branches of 
production» as well as the introduction of advanced 



technologies! methois has posed new and higher demands 
before the schools* 

In X?1^ the USSR Council of Mi&istar« and the 
Control CoEaaitte© of the CP3Ü adopted a resolution on the 
ifiiprov^ient of the preparation» aälgiEnetit, ued utilisation 
of specialists with a higher and secondary specialised 
eiueacionp Tills  resolution represented an extensive out- 
line for the further development cf higher #nd s*'£onckvy 
specialised education, * " 

■Tb.e fulfillment cf the Party and Stats directives 
re^iir^a a new qualitative üiiatge in the worh of the h^gh^r 
technics! schools, ' ' 

As previously.,, tha higher educational institutions' 
^re faced wiib the basic problem of doing «vervthing yossib?s 
tcij^rovs this id^clogieal-pcliticsl education of tli« st"d.eir/:ö 
and foeultiss in the spirit of Soviet patriotism and frien;- 
ship aaong peoples» ' 

* * * 

Following the Groat October Socialist Revolution* 
. the finest members of' the scientific and teehiv»^ r^-U 
placed themselves in the service'of too people on tw/^iUft 
of the Soviet regime*  Another segment of the old t^mluzi 
intelligentsias however, failed to understand t*»e »^rato^"""' • 
historical significance of the Borolutiion for the fato of 
our Motherland.  The leaders of this intelligent«;.'!?. 
intimately coimeeted with the forces of capital, iMdertocfc- 
to struggle against tiio Soviet power« 

Sie correct policies of the Comaeulst Par'jv assured 
the winning over to.tho Soviet side of the great  majority 
of the old t@ehnio.al intelligentsia. 

An enormous arny of new» denioeratic« Soviet intellectuals 
arose during the years of the first five-Year Plan-, 

.Its high aioral-political qualities became apparent 
during the years of the Great' War of the Motherland, when 
the intellectuals struggled selflessly side with side with 
all the people'to - secure victory, over the eneaor« ' 

"Another reason that we were able to cope with the 
problems of the hattlafront &nä  heartland during the war 
years*„ said Comrade Molotov» "was that the Soviet intelli- 
ssntsia did its duty for the Motherland.  Toe War mad* it 
quite clear what the intelligentsia had become during the 
jesxd ci  the Soviet regime«  No longer do we hear' tali: o? 
tie old and new intelligentsia.  This problem h&s been 
eliminated by lifa itself.,.it is with great satisfaction 
that we can now say that the Soviet intelligentsia ir worthy 
of its people and serves the totherlano faithfully1* /Kotes 
V.Mr Molotov, 28th Anniversary of the Great October Socialist 
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Rsv^luliion. 19^.» paces' 2Q-21Ä7 
The DPoblem of improving the social composition of 

the leadership in various branches of the national economy 
was attacked in the very first few days following the October 
Revolution.  The basic source for such cadres was the higher 
educational institution»  The enrollment of members of the 
proletarian class in the higher educational institutions 
becamse a major task for a number of years.  Measures aimed 
at realising it included the creation of rabfaks and courses 
for preoaring applicants to colleges and higher technical 
schools« as well as the improvement of the secondary schools« 

Of the greatest political importance was the enrollment 
in colleges and higher technical schools of the finest Coaniurd3t•■ 
with practical experience in Party» economic, and trade union 
work ("the tysyachniks"). 

Hot only was the enrollment of the Communist "tysy**- 
ehniks" in higher educational institutions important in im- 
proving the social and Party composition of the student 
cotmaunity» but it was likewise of great organisational and 
political influence in the struggle of Party organizations 
within these institutions for the realization of rarty and 
State decisions on the' reconstruction and improvement of 
higher education. 

As a result of the practical measures taken to improve 
the social composition of the student population, tire 
proportion of students of working-class origin in the colleges 
reached 50.3$ in the colleges and ö

1
K6%  in the higher tech-' 

nicai schools* - 
"The problem of improving the social composition of the 

leadership cadres in the national economy equipped with 
sufficient specialised preparation was solved by the end of 
the second Five-Year 'Plan. 

The pre-revolutionary higher technical schools had 
extremely small professorial and teaching staffs«  Their 
growth was exceptionally slow.  The organized training of 
young scientific forces was almost totally lacking.  The 
contamination of the professorial end teaching staffs by 
class enemies and hostile elements for a number of years 
made possible the hostile activities of reactionary elements. 
This fact is confirmed by the fierce battles which arose in 
the higher educational institutions in connection with the 
realisation of Party and State decisions regarding the re- 
organization of these institutions and the preparation of 
new cadres of Soviet intellectuals. 

Starting in 1920» the Soviet government undertook to 
bring to fruition the practical task of preparing, new 
scientific cadres»  Organized and coordinated efforts in 
this direction were only initiated in 1925« however, with 



the organization of .graduate study programs*  Graduate 
level work Improved  from year to year» espoolally after the 
decisions of the July and'November Plenary Sessions of the 
Central Committee of the All-Bussian Communist Party of 
Bolsheviks (1928 and  1929) and the subsequent governmental 
decisions« 

Despite a number of shortcomings, the graduate study 
programs produced 7«9 thousand young scientists during tia 
period from 1925 through 193'H ■■ ' 

In 1938-1939* there took,place a radical reorganisation 
of the system of'preparing scientific cadres through"graduate 
study» 

By 19*4-1, the basic scientific cadres wore the products 
of the Soviet higher educational system and people «ho had 
received graduate training« 

During the years of the Great War of the ifotherl^hh 
the training of scientists through graduate stud» vi&s 
curtailed, only to expand considerably after the*Wars the 
postwar Five-Year Plan envisioned the preparation of" 15 ,,5 
thousand young scientific workers*  The successful fulfill- 
ment of the plan msAe  it possible to satisfy the needs of 
the country as regards scientific cadres« 

The fifth Five-Year Plan includes an approximately 
two-fold increase in the training of scientific-pedagogical 
cadres through graduate study as compared with the preceding; 
Five-Year Plan. ■ 

Graduate study programs have played a ma;jor roi^ in 
the preparation of new professorial and teaching cadres* 

Concurrently with the solution of the problem of 
preparing young cadres* the educational system took up the 
task of educating old teachers in a' proper political spirit* 
As a result of the great effort carried out under the direction 
of the Party» both young and old scientific cadres have fused 
into a single and powerful creative collective Miich is working 
successful on behalf of our great Motherland» 

The old higher technical schools also played a role 
in the development of higher technical education in the USSR. 
Among them, a major role was played by the Moscow Higher 
Technical School, which in many ways, served as an example in 
the preparation of highly-qualified Soviet engineers and laid 
the foundations for the creation of nev higher technical 
institutions •which were subsequently to become the largest 
in the country. 



Following the Great October Socialist Revolution, 
the Moscow Higher Technical School entered a new historical 
phase in its development ^see notg/.  Z^bte: the new name 
for the School and the renaming of the Committea on 
Instruction to be henceforth called the School Council was 
adopted by a resolution of the Committee on Instruction in 
1917*/ 

From the very first days of the proletarian State, 
both the Communist Party and the Soviet Government devoted 
special attention to the School as an organisation represent- 
ing one of the ma 3 or scientific-technical centers in our 
Motherland,,  This assistance in even the most difficult 
years in the country's history testifies to the great concern 
and solicitude of the Party and State,  It was not by 
accident» therefore» that the School Rector declared at a 
meeting of the Council on 25 Aprils 1918» that the needs 
of the School -were receiving sufficient attention» This 
statement was made at.,a time when the reactionary segment 
of the professorial staff and students assumed a position 
hostile to the Soviet regime.  The statement was 'made in 
earnest* since the people connected with the School, still 
remembered vividly the "at tent ionä* lavished on it by trie 
Czarist and Provisional governments« who with their flood 
of promises submerged any chance for realising the "Plan : 
for developing the Moscow Higher Technical School into a 
school of the polytechnic type, and the transformation of : 
the legal and financial status of the School* 

The years 191H-1917 were difficult for the Higher 
Technical Schoolj many of the higher educational institutions 
had already closed their doors for. alaostly completely-sus- 
pended operations,  The Moscow Higher Technical School. 
despite the 'small number of students studying there» con- 
tinued to exist throughout these years within the limits 
of the established norms^wlth almost n& reduction in its 
basic scientific force /see not^Z,  <^Fote:. a new class 
metriculated as usual in the summer of 1917» but was for 
the most part drafted into the &rray one or two months after 
the start of the fall semester^/ 

The 1917-1918 school year saw intensiv© work on the 
introduction of changes and amendments into the plan for 
transforming the School into one of the polytechnic type. 

On 2h  April* 1918» the school's Rector» Professor 
V.l. Grinevetskiy reported to a meeting of the mechanics 
department that the People's Commissariat of Education, had 
deemed it necessary to organize two new departments based 
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on special Subjects studied In the raeehara.es deparfcraone* 
as well as to reorganize the sections and departments»  On 
the next day, 29 April« the School Council decided to under- 
take the immediate organization of an electrotechnical and 
civil engineering department, s as well as a chemical engine or ine 
subsection within the chemistry department« 

During the next two months s two commissions vor-ted 
on the two newly-organized departments,.  These oommi-3ion,i 
consisted of professors and teachers of specialized era 
tensral subjects relating to these departments» whore they 
«ere to teaeh courses in addition to their activities in 
tho nccnanics QSportnsiit^ 

The results of the work carried out br ti 
PTi !nd the school collective assured the openirn oi the 
technical and civil engineering departments by tho fall 
semester of the 1918-1919 school year. 

It was also at-this time (191.8) that the Tneorotic \l 
Aviation and Aeronauti.es Courses started in 1915 -.rate  re- 
organized into the Moscow Aviation Technician whicr -■>.-*  sou?; 
to become the Institute of Aeronautic Engineers ineni 
Professor U,Ye. Shuhovshiy«,  Latera the Institute was 
transformed into the Military Air Academy'imeni Professor 
Ihle. Si,uhovskiy9 

The 1918-1919 school year had a more lively start 
than the preceding 191?-191h year.  As always, instruction ■ 
Deoan on 1 September for all students except freshmen* since 
admissions continued until the end of Septembers the fresh«' 
man class began to receive instruction on 1 Octcb3rs 

In' connection with the opening of two new department?.« 
the School found it possible to admit Ilk  former students 
from the ruga Polytechnic Institute -which was evacuated to 
Moscow in 1915 and could not resume its work. 

It was likewise in 1918-that the question was posed 
of transferring to the WTÜ  some of the students from" the 
Warsaw Polytechnic Institute then studying at the 
Uiznniy-Novgorod Polytechnic Institute; this Drobiem was 
not solved^ however* 

In order to assure smooth functioning measures verc 
o clear out all of the available space in the school 

not being, used for the proper purpose,  1918 saw the removal 
01 tne armory, medication plant, urotrooine factory« hoscital, 
ana Command Staff document room occupying a part of the north 
win* of the main building; during the war. 

' At  the same time as it was organizing its educational 
.Life* trie School was l«king part in thr work of the People's 
Commissariat of Education in laying tho around work for' the 
forthcoming reforms in higher educrtion. 
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The reactionary segment of the leading professorial 
&nd pedagogical proup at the MVTU met the first attempts 
at SovietiEing higher education with a hostile attitude» 
This was especially apparent in the organization of ad- 
ministrative organs in 1918: 'the School Council, the 
Council Presidium« the Administrative Commissions and the 
departmental councils and presidiums* 

1920 was a year of acute class struggle. 
Under the leadership of a small but determined 

Pa^tv organisation* the progressively-minded students led 
the struggle to proletarianize the KVTU and to win over 
professors and teachers to their side*  The hard core of 
progressive professors who went along; with the proletarian. 
students served as an example to those who had not yet taken 
a fi'-ffi stand| in the course of the struggle witnin the ranks 
of the teaching staff» ever greater numbers of teachers split 
off from the reactionary group and went over to the proletarian 

CamJ?'     Starting in the fall of 1920* the academic life at 
the School became extremely lively. 

This revitalization was aidedB in the first pxace» 
by the comcieted school reform (the transition to a four-year 
program}» secondly by a timely and well administered ad- 
missions program» and thirdly by the organisation of studj.es 
in such a manner as to expedite the rapid training of future 
engineers. „,,    ,  . 

In order to assure the national, economy witn a steady 
supply of degree-holding engineers, the Council of People's ' 
Commissars on 2ls- March, 1920, decided to institute accelerated 
engineer training programs at some of the more advanced higher 
technical schools* _,,       ,  ,.  . 

This decision placed a responslDility upon educational 
institutions to work out study plans and programs such that 
the standards of the training given would not oe lowered. 
The accelerated programs were made available to advanced 
students having sufficient theoretical and practical prepa- 
ration,  With this same purpose» all former upper-classmen 
working in various places and serving in the array were 
commandeered to the appropriate educational institutions. 

All of the organizational work on the accelerated 
training at the School was headed at first by a special 
committee on accelerated trainings and later by a revolutionary 
troika (revtroika) consisting of the School's director, a 
representative of the People's Commissariat of Educations 
and a student representative«  During March and April, 1920» 
all of the necessary preparations were completed and starting 
in May. groups of about 400 students each.embarked on tne new 
program; they were to complete their studies in. the perioa 
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from 1 September, 1920. to I January. 1921* 
The groups formed later were to embark on the program 

in the first half of 1921, 
The graduation of engineers completing the accelerated 

course is characterised by the following figures /Note: see 
Table I at end of report,*/ 

In connection with, the revitaliaation of scientific 
and academic life at the higher technical schools,, there 
arose the problem of preparing scientific cadres»  In 19209 
the Main Professional Education Committee' (Glavprofobr) of 
the People's Commissariat of Education gave its approval to 
the "Directive on Scientific Research Courses in Higher 
Technical Schools11» 

The aforementioned courses were aimed at channelling 
some of the engineers into scientific areas both for teaching 
and research.  In 1920« the MVTU organised training courses 
in 2k  specialties in each of its four departments. 

In the 1921-1922 school year, academic life at the 
School was in full swing despite the difficult materjal 
conditions -ander which it found itself? shortage of funds» 
poor supply« lack of fuel* etc, 

£-A This time also marked the requalization of sclsntif 
technical activities* 

At the start of the 1921-1922 school year, the number 
of students increased as compared with the preceding school 
year by hOQ  students,.to reach 3367 students in ail*  Tne 
amount of practical training in laboratories, workshops« 
ana demonstrations rooms likewise grew considerably; this 
growth was determined not so much by the increased number 
of students as by the transition to a four-year course. 
There arose an urgent need for opening new facilities and 
expanding old laboratories.  There was a shortage of 
auditorium space as well, 

In a request to the People's Commissariat of 
Education, the School, having described the condition in 
which it found itself asked that the attention of the 
Government be drawn to its need for new quarters. 

In the opinion of the School administration» the 
most suitable building for this purpose would be that of 
the former military academy. 

Facilities were furnished first for the electro- 
technical department, and later for the chemical and 
civil engineering departments. 

The successes achieved by the School in 1922 in 
ail of the areas of scientific and academic life, its 
active participation in the solution of problems involved 
in higher technical education, as well as other factors,, 
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all brought with them the intensification of the class 
struggle.  The enemies of the people created an atmosphere 
of hostility ana distrust toward the honorable professors 
and teachers who were active in realising the new functional 
principles of the School, 

^ In the spring of 1922, an attempt was made to organise 
a strike among the professors and teaching staff; this 
resujted in a week's delay in the start of instruction« 
The irotsjtyites who had wormed their way to positions of 
leadership in the People's Commissariat of Education insisted 
on the arrest of a certain part of the orofessorlal and" 
teaching staff.  In this mannera they hoped to put th* 
Schools activities in an impossible position. 

The strike left a deep scar as an open act of class 
struggle whose aftermath and highest expression was the 
suDsequent sabotage activity on the part of certain active 
strikemongers. 

On 29 April, 1922, the Council of People«s Commissars 
received representatives of the professorial and teaching 
staff in order .to receive iestiraony, on_the conditions then 
prevailing at the School /jsee notfi/ /Kote.1 Archives of 
the Educational Reform of the Moscow Ob-last Archive 
Administration. File 372* interrogation 1, witness 177« 
case .1075. lines ?0, 1\J 

The Council of People's Commissars deemed it necessary 
to create a special monetary fund to subsidize the higher 
technical schools within the framework of the All-Russian 
Council on the National Economy} in pursuance of this 
decision, the Council, in a resolution dated 19 Julv, 1922, 
pointed out the purposes for which the funds allocated were 
to be used. 

This resolution stated that in view of the several 
months1 lag in payments by the People1s Commissariat of 
Education to the higher technical schools, the All-Russian 
Council on the National Economy should immediately set asid^ 
funds for covering this indebtedness. 

As a result of this aid, the School was alreadv able 
.in late 1922 to support the work of auxilliary academic * 
institutions, supplying them with materials and allocating 
monetary subsidies? it was also in a position to heat the 
classrooms and laboratories, to Completely renovate the 
entire building, and to furnish the"newly-assigned building 
for the electro-technical department. 

After a long wait, the chemical laboratories flnallv 
received reagents which were adequate to the needs of the 
students both in quantity and quality. 

Because of the aid extendedby the Ail-Russian Council 
on the National Bconoay, the School was soon able to resume 
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normal academic activities» 
In 1922. alone« the All-Russian Council on ane 

National Economy allocated the sum of 8*5 million rubles 
to the School for the purchase of machines«•instruments* 
and materials; this amounted to 30.9$ of the entire sum 
spent on the MVTTJ« 

On 3 July« 1922» the Council of People!s Commissars 
of the RSFSR approved the "Resolution on Higher Educational 
Institutions" which introduced considerable changes into 
the administration of such institutions» 

According to this resolution» the administrative 
organs of the higher educational institutions ware to be 
the council and governing board*  The council was made up 
of administrators» deans* deputy council representatives, 
professional organizations» interested People's Commissar:at»» 
professors» instructors« scientific researchers,* and student 
representatives.  The members of the governing board wer« 
to be appointed by the Peopless Commissariat of Education 
upon the recommendation of the appropriate organizations, 
teaching staff groups« and student organs» 

The tenure of each member of the governing board v^.::- 
to be one year. 

The resolution likewise envisioned the organization 
of commissions on special academic subjects whose functions 
would include the most intimate direction of academic lift« ■ 

Within two weeks of the publication of thi,u resolution, 
the administrative organs at the School were air ea.cc creatftd? 
the governing board was appointed* the Council wa* creoted* . 
and 88 commissions on special subjects were organized» 

The commissions on special subjects, despite their 
organizational cumbersomeness» played an important role'in 
the task of effecting further improvements in the academic 
life of the School. 

Reelections for certain posts in the administration 
were held in 1923.  The People's Commissariat of Education 
thought it necessary to place in the positions of leadership 
candidates nominated by various State and social organizations. 
Hxis need was'motivated by the fact that the former admini- 
stration, especially the Rector, resisted the realization of 
educational reform measures» sabotaged the instructions 
issued by the People's Commissariat of Education» and 
supported and reflected the views of the reactionary segment 
of the professorial and teaching staff.  Discussions over 
the selection of possible candidates to serve in the new 
administration lasted five months} finally, the Main 
Committee on Professional Education of the People's Commissariat 
of Education was forced to appoint a new governing board, which 
then proceeded to fulfill its responsibilities toward the end 
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of July, 1923. 
The  struggle for the proletarisation of the MVTU 

was a heroic period in the history of the Party-spirited 
organization of the School? it was a reflection o*  the 
pnorjaous struggle waged by the Party to secure victory "on 
»ne  front of proietarianizing all of the higher educational 
institutions.  As early as the 1923-1924- school year, 
/jp  01 txie entering class was made up of worker- k-Oi  of 
whom were members of the Communist Party and 17'I*of the 
Komsomol (Young Communist League). 

An important role in assuring the enrollment of 
proletarian cadres and of Sovietizing the school was clayed 
oy the worker department (rabfak) organized there in 1920 * 

Of all. of the rabfaks organized at certain of the * - 
major higher technical schools, the one at the. WTÜ was on« 
of toe earliest to be organized and bad one of the lar.-e-t 
merab er shi p s. ° 

its participation in thevork of the professorial and 
teaching staff at the School in many ways determined "he 
organization of the academic process and assured a sufVietmf *■ 
nign level of training given to the students.     -ui.ici^c^ 

h^dv ^S?f! wSS °fJhf foeia^ co»Positiou of the student ocAy  in the MVTtl rabfak (evening and daytime division) ma 
graduating classes ove£ the period 1921-1926 may be Mnea 
j.rom toe table below /see Table II at end of report ^Tich 
to some extent reflects the increased enrollment of member, 
01 the proletarian class in the School» ■      ■  me-^exe-  . 

In senci.ii.tg their workers to study at the rabfak «HIP 
organisations extended material assistance not only to*tS 
future rabfak graduate, but to the rabfak itself («Anilotavod» 
the Semenovskaya Textile Bleaching Works, the RussiaS-      * 
«merxcsn Instrument Factory, the State Furniture Factor 
ana numerous other enterprises). •''* 
« w  ^e. 192^7-1925 school year marked the solution of a 
number of important questions 1 that of merging the MVTU wit* 

a, the School, the organisation of a new section within the 
Chemistry Department, etc.  One of the most important pro- 
"J^^lMf *5« «««nlMtlon of cyclical organfLsed 
un the prxnciple of basic specialties» 

-The merger of the MVTtl with two other higher terhni-^ 
schools had important effects on the development of toe 
civil engineering and  electro-technical departments, 

despite a number of difficulties which had to be 
'i^ff,*? ~7 the ciI1} en£lneering department, it still marked 
to develop successfully in the subsequent years,  192? 5*1 
a year which brought with it proof of the viability and 



great necessity for this department in. providing civil 
engineers for industry.  It served tö cover that territory 
which was not taken care of either fey the Moscow Institut« 
of Transportation Engineers« or the Civil Engineering 
Insbätute« 

The successes of the School in the matter of trainine 
highly-qualified cadres of builders were consistently 
resisted by the  Trotskyites who had mad« He their-way into the 

ig        .. - _  - 
mentioned institutions« and that the work of the department 
wholly paralleled that' carried on there,, the Council on- 
Higher Educational Institutions of tho People's Commissariat 
of Education on k  September» 1922* decided* to close down 
the department«  Upon appeal of this decision by the 
School to the Council of the Hational Economy of the 
REFSPv, the latter body reversed the decision and directed 
the Ail-Russian.Council on the Hational Economy to extend 
all possible material assitanoe to the School in order to 
promote the growth of the civil engineering department* 

.The civil engineering department began to grow ex- 
tremely rapidly in late 192:M-a when it- was »ergsd with the 
Moscow Civil Engineering Institute (MIGI) in pursuance of 
a decision by the Council of people's Commissars of the 
RSFSR dated 8 August, 192*f. £Notes the merger of the MIGI 
and MV'TTJ took place on 5 September, 192krJ 

The. MVTU staff was enriched by a large group of 
outstanding scientists« builders, architects» and artists« 
Among these were V.N« Obr&ztsov, N.D. Kolli* L.Ä.Yesnin, 
V.A. Vesnin? I.I. Rerberg, B,l„ Yedenisov, et al0 

Despite the fact that the merger was effected in 
September, i.e.* after the start of ehe school year» it- 
did not interfere with the regular academic life of the 
department*  The students of the Institute and civil 
engineering department began their studies on time, with 
the seniors continuing on the old study plan, and-the others 
on the new program worked out at the School» 

The enrollment in the department increased to 
2200 students» 

In order to assure the further development o£ the  _ 
Department, it was moved into a separate building /see note/ 
with a number of new laboratories and demonstration rooms, 
All of this made passible an extension of scientific and 
academic work,  /Note; t&e Department building was located 
at 5 Pokrovskiy Boulevard*/ 

The Electrotechnical Department was also playing a 
prominent role by 192h„ • 



Already in 192.0, in connection with the adoption of 
the plan for electrification throughout the country» the 
problems of developing electrical technology assumed 
exceedingly great importance.  Much emphasis was placed on 
the training of electrical engineers« the organisation of 
scientific institutions* 'the solution of electrotechnical 
problems» and the creation of a domestic electrical industry« 

On the initiative of Professors K.A» Krug and 
K.I. Shenfer of the Electrotechnical Department* the 
Government decided to create a large scientific research 
institute«,  In 1921« the State Experimental Electrotechnical 
Institute (GESI) was organized under the Scientific-Technical 
Society of the All-Russian Council on the Rational Economyj 
it vas" later renamed the All-Union Electrotechnical Institute,, 
the Institute was headed by Professor K.A, Krug and staffed 
mainly by professors and instructors at the School« 

The creation of the Institute marked the beginning 
of intensive training in the field of electrical technology.- 
Despite several important difficulties» a number of higher 
electrotechnical schools were created in Moscow* and the 
electrotechnical department at the MVTU grew by leaps and 
bounds» 

The State devoted special attention to the x-rork of 
the electrotechnical department as a pivotal scientific- 
academic center staffed by highly-qualified technical and 
scientific cadres. 

In February« 1922» the Dean of the Department« 
Professor S.A. Krug submitted to V.l. Lenin a request for 
assistance in extending quarters to the Electrotechnical 
Department and the GEEI for the organization of scientific- 
experimental and academic laboratories« 

In his lettera Professor K.A. Krug wrote; 
"The Electrotechnical Department of the M?TU arose at 

the aforementioned School without receiving new buildings 
despite the fact that the School was exceedingly crowded* 
At the present time» the Electrotechnical Department has 
750 studentsa so that In the next two years« when the 
majority of the freshmen and sophomores will become juniors 
and seniors» the total enrollment in the Department will 
reach 1200-1300 students«,  In view of these high enrollment 
figures» the Department already constitutes a large educational 
institution! despite this fact» it still does not have at 
its disposal suitable space for classrooms« drafting rooms» 
and laboratories. 

"The State Electrotechnical Institute» which represents 
an experimental station serving the needs of electrical con- 
struction and industry and for the performance of scientific 
and practical studies in the field of electrical technology 
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already has certain equipment and thanks to the efforts of 
the Scientific-Technical Society is soon due to receive 
some relatively large installations from abroad| despite 
these facts, it still does not have suitable quarters* 

"With the aim of promoting more intimate contact 
between the school and actual life*, as well as the training 
of highly-qualified engineers who could successfully compete 
with foreign specialists» it would be highly desirable to 
create more intimate ties between the Electrotechnical 
Department of the M7TÜ and the State Experimental ■ 
Electrotechnical Institute? this would require- that the 
two institutions be united territorially through the 
sssignment of adjacent buildings«  It is only under such 
conditions that -it will be possible, using the available 
apparatus at the electrotechnical laboratory of the M?TUÄ 
to'begin work Immediately at the Experimental Electrotechnical 
Institute| on the other hand« the professors and instructors 
at the School as well as outstanding students will find it 
possible to carry out scientific projects and to serve tho 
needs of practical electrical technology $ this desirable 
state of affairs can not be brought about by any other mc^ns... 
since the meager funds of the People's Commissariat of 
Education provide no reason to hoj>e for adequate financial 
assistance"-from that source".  ZNc-teJ Archive of the 
Educational Reform of the Moscow Oblast Archive Administration^ 
file 372* hearing 1, 1919* deposition 17? s case 107? a nage 7?*/ 

•In 1922, the Electrotechnical Department ui.d 0.3*31 
received two buildings and an additional appropriation of 
250 thousand rubles in gold for the purchase of equipment 
abroad. /Kote: .the Electrotechnical Department received 
House no, 29 on Gorokhovskaya Street (now called Kaaakov 
Street)* while the GEEI got House no« 23 on the same street*,./ 

All of this allowed the department to rapidly create 
a.number of laboratories* to attract additional scientific 
forces« and'to develop training programs in almost all fields 
of electrical technology and the allied disciplines of thermal 
and hydraulic technology. 

Engineers graduating from the Electrotechnical 
Department were so well trained that they soon were to assume 
an important place in power production technologyj they also 
played an important role in the organization of scientific 
research.  For example« the entire basic staff of the GEEI 
consisted of M7TÜ graduates, 

In connection with the reorganization of the Moscow 
network of higher electrotechnical institutions carried out 
in 192*+, the Communications Division branched off into a 
special section which provided advanced training in the 
field of communication (the Electrotechnical Communications 
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Institute) which was joined in the form  of a communications 
section to the Electrotechnieal Department» 

Somewhat later6  in connection with the liquidation 
of the Electrotechnieal Department of the Lcmonosov Institute» 
its students were transferred to the Electrotechnical 
Department at MVIU. 

In connection with the rapid growth of the Chemistry 
Department» the Government in 192-V allocated 700 thousand 
rubles for the purchase of equipment and assigned to the 
Department the old building next to the Chemistry Department 
which formerly housed the Fanagorlyskiy regiment. 

This building was to house the Second Chemical 
Institute? the original Chemistry building received the • 
name of the First Chemistry Institute* 

192V marked the opening of the Higher Pedagogical 
Courses at the MVTÜ3 these were designed to train teachers 
In the specialized disciplines for electrotechnical*-.chemical» 
and civil engineering technicians.  During the period 192M-- 
1926« these Courses were taught by kB  Instructors» 

In 192H-e some of the basic principles embodied In the 
"Resolution on Higher Educational Institutions" began to 
hinder the further general growth of academic activity» 
For this reason, the School in 192^ petitioned the People's 
Commissariat of Education to amend the provisions of the 
Resolution as regards the administration of academic life* 
Essentially» the proposed changes boiled down to a recommen- . 
dation that the administrative functions for each department 
be conducted by departmental academic councils whose functions 
would coincide" with those of the commissions on special 
subjects but would extend to the entire department and not 
to a single group.of allied disciplines« 

Sie councils were to be made up of representatives 
of teachers in the various disciplines* the student body« ■ 
and interested professional and economic organizations« 
The most direct preliminary discussion of academic problems 
Mating to the cycle of allied disciplines was to be con- 
ducted by the cyclical commissions» 

The People's Commissariat of Education took these 
proposals into consideration, and decided to incorporate 
them in the future MVTTJ charter then being worked out« 

The Charter of the K^TU was approved in 1925*  The 
oroblem of working out such a Charter for the School was 
first mentioned in 1921.  The original provisional charter 
stated thats 

"1. The Moscow Higher Technical School has as its 
basic purpose the training of socially developed and highly 
qualified specialists for the various branches of the 
national economy? it is to train engineers and organizers 
sufficiently well prepared for the organisation of new 
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*to branches of production and capable of direct-In^ 
ploitatlon of existing enterprises in the capacity of 
technical factory directors, workshop engineers,, etc», and 
also aisle to plan and carry out independent production 
programs, arid to work out technological production processes 
er> directors of technical and planning bureaus» laboratory 
chiefs* etc. 

General scientific and'-technical training is given 
these engineers in an amount sufficient to impart.to the© 
a deep social eonsclousuess and mastery of scientific and 
technical method as it applies to the needs of a --ride 
general speciality. 

Special training has as its purpose the assurance cf 
technical and organisational mastery of a given discipline 
on the basis of familiarization with a special cycle of 
problems. 

2. The second aim of the Moscow Higher Technical 
School is the performance 'of scientific-technical studies 
both on an independent basis and at the request.of industrial 
and State organs« as well as the preparation of scientific 
ana technical workers including teachers for highar educah* ~^' 
institutions. 

3»  The third task of the Moscow Higher Technical 
School is the propagation of the most timely production 
method-and the extension of scientific-technical assistance 
to the population of the Union through the organisation of 
courses» excursions, exhibits, the presentation of lectures« 
the writing of popular scientific literature, and the 
organization of courses for improving the qualifications cf 
industrial workers". 

The organisational structure of the School according 
to this Charter was to be broken down into .three departments: 
the mechanical, chemical, electrotechnical, and civil 
engineering departments. 

The Mechanics Department was further divided into the 
heating technology, technological, and aeromechanical cycles, 
as well as the textile section. 

2he Chemistry Department included the following cycles,* 
physical chemistry, the technology of inorganic materials and 
metallurgy, organic materials technology, food technology, and 
chemical textile production technology. 

The Electrotechnical Department included the followire* 
eyeless electrical energy production and anlication, machine 
building» and eomnruni cations. 

The Civil Engineering Department was broken down into 
the structural, engineering, communal, hydroteehnical, factory- 
plant and architectural cycles. 
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The cycles were 'further broken down Into a number 
of specialties. 

In addition to the specialised cycles* each depart- 
ment included a general technical cycle encompassing both 
physico-mathematieal and general t©clinical subjects* 

The charter granted the school extensive rights on 
the publication of scientific and other works* the establish- 
ment of scientific societies» the convocation of scientific 
conferences* the organization of various, productive 
enterprises* technical installations« experimental stations» 
•the duty-free importation of machines, devices, apparatus, 
and publications from abroad» etc* 

The charter stipulated that the School was.to be 
under the control of the People's Commissariat of Education 
through the Main Professional Education Committee and was . 
to have the following organs of direct administration: the 
Council and Governing Board* departmental councils* deans8 

officesa sectional councils and presidiums* and departmental 
cycle bureaus and plenums»- 

The Council was to consist of members of the Governing 
Board» deans« six trade union representatives« representatives 
of the All-Russian Council on the National Economy, rep- 
resentatives of the People's Commissariats« and five rep- 
resentatives each from the professorial staff, the instructors* 
and the student body.  The Council was to adrainster and 
control all of the school's activities in general. 

The Governing Board consisted of the Rector (who was 
also the Council Chairman)» his deputy« two prorectors (on * 
academic and administrative matters)« and a single board 
member,,  The members of the» Governing Board were elected on 
an annual basis,  The functions of the Board were of an 
executive nature and encompassed all of the School*s activities* 

The departmental academic councils consisted of the 
departmental deans» the sectional presidiums* the chairmen 
and secretaries of the cycle bureaus* trade union representative 
representatives of economic organizations interested in the 
work of the department,» and representatives from each of the 
basic disciplines»  The council chairmen were to be' the de- 
partmental deans»  The function of the councils was to 
directa control« and coordinate all departmental activities. 
The deans assumed direct control over scientific and academic 
life within the department. 

The cycle bureaus consisted of 3-5 members; they 
included a professor or responsible Instructor as their 
chairman« one or two instructors» and one or two representa- 
tives from student organizations«,   The charter permitted the 
expansion of the bureaus to include representatives of trade 
unions and economic organs interested in the given specialty« 
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Candidates to membership in the cycle bureaus were 
nominated "by the cycle plenums and confirmed by the School 
Governing Board with preliminary approval from the dean* 

She cycle bureaus were responsible for the direction 
of academic life in each of the specialties within the cycle« 
the administration of current work within the cycle* the 
detailed preliminary elaboration^ problems referred to the 
departmental council (as restricted by the cycle interests)« 
surveillance over the work of the'auxiillary agencies within 
the cycle ana the preliminary examination of their budgets* 
the■nomination of candidates to graduate study» etc. 

The plenums were assisted in their work, by all of the 
scientific Erkers in a given cycle miA  student representatives 
in a number equal to one half that of the scientific workers. 
!*he plenums were charged with the responsibility of electing 
cycle bureaus» carrying out preliminary discussions of 
possible candidates to fill vacant professorial chairs and 
teaching; positions* and the receipt of bureau reports and 
statements, 

In accordance with, the charter» engineers graduated 
by the MtfTU received in accordance with the general rules 
as set forth, by. the qualifying committees* the following 
credentials: Mechanics Department, graduates—the Mechanical 
.Engineering Degree« Chemistry Department graduates—Chemical 
Engineering -Degree4 Electro!echnicai Department graduates— 
the Electrical Engineering Degree* Civil. Engineering 
Department graduates--the Civil Engineering Degree* 

The charter conferred many rights and privileges on' 
the School and set forth in writing its traditional 
prerogatives« 

The internal organization of the MVTU began to differ 
from that of other higher educational Institutions with 
the adoption of the charter» 

An example of this difference is the organisation of 
cyclic organs constructed according to the principle of basic 
specialties« as well as the departmental councils which united 
the efforts of the entire School. 

Already at the start of their activities» the cyclic 
organizations were of great help in the elaboration of study 
plans and programs* and, what is particularly important, 
contributed much to the establishment of lively and intimate 
ties with Industry'and social organizations* 

By 1925« the School had achieve significant, successes 
In scientific-technical and academic work, 

Ulis advance was made possible primarily, through the 
continually increasing annual appropriations» as may be seen 
from Table III ^see end of repor£/i 
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Very large suras In the School budget were set reside 
to provide students with government stipends»  Expenditures 
for this purpose usually amounted to 25% of the budget. 

Taking into account the fact that the number of 
students, professors* instructors» and employees at the 
School had grown considerably since 191^* as did the number 
of auxilliary academic departmentsa it turned out that the 
budget for 1925-1926 had not yet even reached the prewar 
level.  This fact hindered the complete restoration and 
renovation of laboratory^ workshop, and demonstration room 
ecmipment.  The financial position of the professors and 
instructors had to be improved as did the material well- 
being of the students* 

In 1925. a preliminary plan for the development of 
the School over the years 1925-1930 was worked out. 

'This plan envisioned the expenditure of 10A million 
rubles for the reestablishment and equipment of auxilliary 
academic departments and the refurbishing of buildings and 
technical installations! the plan did not ezclu.de the 
construction of new buildings which would require additional 
appropriations in the amount of 26,0 million rubles, Already 
in"1925-1926, the School received 0.5 million rubles which 
aided its extensive restoration and development. 

The period 1921-1928 was one of advancement in all 
of the School's endeavors? old departments were expanded 
to include new sections (such as the textile sections in 
the Mechanics and Chemistry Departments.) and new specialties8 
and a transition was made to a four and one half to five- 
year programs on the basis of new academic plans and programs? 
there were likewise improvements in the material basea the 
problem of training professors and teachers, the expansion 
of scientific research.» the intensification of ties with ... 
industry* etc. 

During these years* there took place the further 
proletarianization of the School and an increase in the 
proportion of Party members. 

An analysis of the numerical composition of the MVTU 
shows that the Party-Komsomol segment at the School increased 
from 23.1$ in 192k- up to kQ.h$  in 1929* so as-to include 
almost one half of the entire student body. Likewise on the 
increase was the proletarian enrollment, which by 1929 „ 
amounted to almost 50%,    £see  Table IV at end of report*/ 

The proportion of rabfak graduates within the MVTU 
student body increasedJFrom year to year» as shown by the 
following figuress /.see  Table V at end of report,*/ 

The successes achieved by the School in.1927-1928 
in all areas of its activity were the results of the Party 
and Government policies with regard to its efforts. 



Great also was the role of the Party organisations 
within the M7TÜ in the achievement of these successes» 
In all phases of the School's work» it exerted every effort 
to educate politically the professores, instructors, and 
students; it was under, the leadership of these organizations 
that the new Soviet intelligentsia was formed* and it was 
these organizations that led the fierce struggle against 
the enemies of the people* It was the Party organisations 
that led. the battle to' annihilate the 1'rotskyites who were 
attempting to make the MVTU one of their pivotal canters. 

The MVTU Party organizations emerged from this struggle 
strong both ideologically and organisationally, having forged 
a spirit of unity and. discipline within its ranks.  One of 
the most important stages in the development of the MVTU 
occurred in 1923-1929. when in its work the School, brought 
to fruition the decisions of the July C192Ö) and."November 
(1929) Plenums of the Central Committee of the All-Russian 
Communist Party of Bolsheviks regarding Soviet higher .edu- 
Get w -i.on& 

Along with the best segment of the professorial staff, 
the proletarian students at the MVTU initiated the struggle 
to transform the School in accordance with the new tasks* 
Changes were brought about in the academic system, and all 
efforts were guided by the needs of socialist industry. 

Specialization was introduced as early as the freshman 
year* some lectures were eliminated* a group seminar method 
of learning was introduced, theses and projects were eliminated 
rigid schedules for graduation were established» and con- 
tinuous industrial training (In a 1:1 ratio) replaced the 
existing program of summer practice»  These reforms were 
carried out with the purpose of facilitating and accelerating 
the time that the student spent at the School and providing 
industry with a sufficient number of new engineering-technical 
cadres in the shortest possible time«  A system of learning 
without interruption of actual work on the .job which required 
the organization of evening groups was instituted. 

This was a time when socialist work methods began to 
develop rapidly in work and study* 

The'further reinforcement of the proletarian and 
Partv core among the student body continued. 

Thus* in the 1929-1930 school year, the student 
body consisted of ?2%  workers* 50%  members and candidates 
for membership in the Communist Party, and 21$ members of 
the Komsomol," Among these were 510 "psrttysyachniks" and 
"proftysyaenniks"---persons who had much experience in Party 
and Soviet work« 

In the 1928-1929 school year, the MVTÜ considerably • 
expanded its enrollment*'having organised the evening division 
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rf.nov-suijn» and equipmenta etc.« was set at 135 million 
rublesj there was a. further increase in the size and number 
of student stipends, as well as higher salaries for professors 
and ter.chers,  . The total expenditures for higher and 
secondary industrial and agricultural education in 1929-1930 
wore 27'i million rubles. 

The necessity for establishing' closer ties with 
industry and for more concrete direction of the business 
of training engineering-technical cadres» as well as the 
need for increasing the number of specialists graduated by 
the higher educational institutions occasioned the removal 
of certain higher technical schools from the control of the 
People's Conmissariat of Education to be placed-under the 
appropriate people's commissariats*  In 1929* the M7TÜ v&j* 
one of the first major higher technical schools to be placed 
under the control of the USSR All-Union Council on the National 
Economy. 

In 1930» the School reached a considerable level of 
development#  The increased teaching staff» general 
development in all of the departments* and considerable 
increase in the number of engineers produced provide clear 
evidence of this fact. 

The growth of the School in the very first years 
after its transformation into an institution_of the polytechnic 
type is indicated by the following figures Zsee Table VI at • 
end of report/* 

This growth became even »acre significant after 19'2h 
when the school was merged with the Moscow Civil Engineering 
Institute« end somewhat earlier with the Moscow Communications 
Institute| it was at this time that new scientific-technical 
trends began to appear.  Especially noteworthy Is the fact 
that the departments, having obtained the means for further 
growth« began to strengthen the old and to open up new 
specialties. 

For example, the Chemistry Department began to reinforce 
its organic chemistry section and to open- special-sections on 
artificial fibres* physical chemistrye etc» 

The leading .physicians in the various sections began to 
attract outstanding scientists* including former' students at 
the School.  The number of professors Increased five-fold by 
1930 as compared to 1917a while jghe number of Instructors 
grew by, more than 6,5 times»  /see Table VII at end of 
report/. 

By 1930» the Electrotechnical Department had become 
a major electrotechnical and power production school in the 
Soviet Unionf it had en adequate teaching staff and proper 
scientific and academic facilities both in the field of 
electrical technology, as well as thermal and hydraulic 
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t^wnnology« 
The Civil Engineering Department grew into &  first- 

rate school, 
The oldest Mechanics and Chemistry Departments,, for 

a long time recognized as excellent technical schools'for 
m^hanists and chemical technologists, were in full flower. 

In accordance with the School's general develousUut* 
there was a growth both ia the enrollment and in the number 
of engineers produced, <£see Table ¥111 at end of report/* 

In the period from 191? through 1930, admissions'" 
increased by one and a half times* the student body by almost 
four times, while the average annual number of engineers 
graduated reached 313« 

The experimental and laboratory plant of the School 
grew from H-5 laboratories and demonstration rooms in 1918 ■ 
up to 98 laboratories and demonstration rooms in 1930, Ail 
of the auxilliary academic facilities were located in 22 
buildings scattered over 6 locations in various parts of 
the city*  In addition to this« the School had at its 
disposal 5 student dormitories which at that time housed 
over 1000 students«, 

On the basis of a Government decision to reorganize 
the major muiti~department higher technical schools into 
specialized institutions* the MVTU was broken up into a 
number of higher technical schools in 1930, 

The Mechanics Department was transformed into a 
machine building technical school under the name of 
"The Higher Mechanical and Machine Building School", which 
soon received the name of the Moscow Mechanical and 
Machine Building Institute (MMMI), subsequently (16 December, 
1930) being named in honor of N.E. Bauman.  Some of its 
subdivisions» such as the.thermal engineering section were 
turned over to other specialised institutesj the machine 
tractor station was taken over by the Autcmechanical 
Institute? the textile machinery division went to the 
Moscow Textile Institutes etc* 

One and a half months after its opening on 15 February 
1930» the new Aeromechanical Department branched off from 
the Institute.  On the basis of this department« and allied 
sections from certain other institutes, was founded the 
Higher Aeromechanical School,  In August, 1930, the School 
began to be called the Moscow Aviation Institute. 

. The Chemistry Department became the Chemical Defense 
Academy of the Red Army«  Some of the special sections within 
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the Department were turned over to other institutes«  ?or 
example« the old dye technology section was taken over by 
the Moscow Chemical Technology Institute.  Some of the 
other special sections within the food technology division 
served as a oasis for individual scientific research in- 
stitutes such as the Sugar Institute, etc. 

The Civil Engineering Department became the Higher 
Civil Engineering School, which several months later merged 
into the Military Civil Engineering Academy, while some 
of the specialties not' related to the activities of that 
institution formed the basis of a civil engineering''institute. 

The Electrotechnical Department 'became an independent 
higher technical school under the name of the Moscow Power 
Production Institute, while the communications section was 
merged with the-Moscow Military Communications Academy. 

In that same year of 1930a the Moscow Power Production 
Institute took over the electrical industry department of 
the National Economy Institute Imenl Plekhanov, 

This unified academic institution was named ths 
Moscow Power Production Institute, later receiving the name 
of Vyaeheslav Mikhaylovieh Molotov. 

The specialization of the higher technical schools 
proceeded 'under the conditions of a fierce struggle.  In 
his concluding remarks to the 16th Party Congress» I.V. Stalin 
said: 

"Remeriber that business of turning over the higher 
technical schools to the economic narkomats (people's 
commissariats)*  All we wanted to do was to turn over two 
schools to the All-Union Council on the National Economy. 
It would seem that this was a small matter,  But what happened 
was that we ran into a solid wall of opposition on the part of 
the rightist deviationistsi 'What's the use of turning these 
two schools to the All-Union Council on the National Economy? 
Would It not be better to wait*  You had better look out 
that something doesn't happen as a result of this game you 
are playing*.  But now that all of the technical schools 
have been turned over to the economic na£komats*_you can see 
tjiat- we are still alive and breathing" £see no£g/. 
£Notes I.V. Stalin« J&a&sV Volume 13, page 13*/ 

Everyday life at the MMMI, which now became a specialized 
technical school» showed that the reform had been well timed 
and absolutely correct. 

The Mechanics and Machine building Institute, created 
for the purpose of trainlrg engineering-technical cadres for 
the Soviet machine building industry, became one of the major 
higher technical schools in the country and in a short time 
became the leading institution in the field. 

Some idea of its rapid quantitative growth may be 
gained from the following figures on the composition of the 



student body during the'period 1930-1932 Zsee Table VIII 

*' &n    Of all the*students studying at the Institute and not 
holding jobs at the same time in 1932» 81.1^ were workers and 
children of workers« of whom ?h%  were Communists or Komsomol 
members« .,    , 

During the period 193D-1932. a great deal was done 
at the Institute toward the reorganisation of academic and 
<"c4entific life: the new developments included the final 
consolidation of the Institute's structure, the reorganization 
of auxilliarv academic-facilities, the institution of new ^ 
specialties/ the elaboration of problems of an academic aja 
methodological character« the intensification of scientific 
research efforts« etc. 

The Institute consisted of five departments; thermal 
and hydraulic machines, cold metal processing., hot me sal 
processing, general machine building« and precision mechanics* 

Fourteen of the 37 special sections trained engineers. 
in 16 special fields* . 

1932 marked the organization of tne special-purpose 
Department (FON—fakul'tet osobogo naznacheniya) t/see not.fi/. 
a« well as the reestabilshment .of the textile machinery 
division which was returned from under the control of the 
Moscow Textile Institute.  /Notes the FON was transformed 
in 193*+ into the Institute for Raising the Qualifications 
of Management Personnel? it was liquidated in I93£w 

1Q32 was a year of radical change in the entire 
academic'life of the Institute on the basis of the resolution 
nassed by the USSR Central Executive Committee dated ly 
September» 1932* on the matter of higher education.  Increased 
enrollment was made possible by the organization of additional 
groups consisting of students working on production-line jobs 
and studying at the same time* as well as tne so-calleo sell- 
supporting groups commandeered by various economic planning 
organs, ,     , 

There was also an increase in the number of engineers 
p^aduated.  Thus. 203 persons graduated in 1931. 24-3 in 
1932» 28^- in 1933* ancl about U-50 in 193*. 

The Party organization at the Institute led the struggle 
to produce highly-qualified Soviet engineers devoted to their 
Motherland.  In this connections the Institute in 1932 
initiated the All-Union Socialist Competition among the 
higher educational institutions in the country. 

Through a resolution of the USSR Central Executive 
Committee dated 17 November. 1933* the.Institute was awarded 
the Order of the Red Banner of Labor for its revolutionary 
contributions in the past and its special efforts in the 
realm of socialist construction. 
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Part of an order issued by the People1s Commissar 
of Heavy Industry G.K. Ordshonikidse entitled'On Measures 
for the Further Development and Strengthening of the Moscow 
Mechanics and Machine Building Institute imeni Bauman in 
Connection with its Hundredth Anniversary" dated IM-  February, 
1933a reads as follows? "with the purpose of promoting the 
further development and strengthening of the oldest higher 
technical school in the USSR and creating a solid material 
base for the training of engineers armed with a knowledge 
of advanced modern technology4 I hereby order: 

1. That the diesel engine laboratory of the Scientific 
Research Institute imeni Lenin be turned over to the MMMI* 

2» The organization of a scientific r.esearch_„combine 
(IIK--na'uchno-issiedovatelsskiy korabinat) /see note/ be 
organised within the MMMI on the. basis of its leading 
laboratories and workshops,  </Hot-e: the NIK was later 
transformed into a scientific research sector which encompassed 
the research work of-all.the special sections*  Organisational!; 
it was united with the mechanical workshops which* as before 
constituted a production enterprise of the factory tirosjj 

That the Institute be permitted as of the firsc 
quarter of 1933 to publish a monthly scientific bulletin 
dealing with the scientific research activities of ths 
Institute", 

The order prescribed the following measures: a) the • 
allocation of 750 thousand rubles, for the purchase of equip- 
ment and placement of ordersj b) the conveyance to tht 
Institute laboratories of prototypes of machines slate:; for 
production along with their blueprints for study end testing 
with the aim of effecting further improvementsj c) the 
provision of the Institute with planning materials having 
to do with the special subjects studied there| d) an 
appropriation of 50 thousand rubles for modernising class- 
rooms and laboratories? e) mi  appropriation of 1750 thousand 
rubles for the construction of new facilities. 

The order likewise contained provisions placing a 
resthome in Abkhaziya at the disposal of the Institute« 
as well as on the construction of a resthome in the Moscow 
suburbs and the building of vacation cabins for the professors 
and teacherss etc* 

By this time (1933)* the Institute budget was twelve 
times greater than the prewar budget of the MTUt    8311 
thousand rubles es against 688,6 thousand rubles in 1911*. 

The considerable improvement in the material security 
of the Institute made possible in the next few years the 
expansion and renovation of existing auxilliary academic 
facilities and the provision of new ones.  With the creation . 
of the scientific research combine, the Institute began to 
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draw even closer to industry through the completion of a 
number of special projects for factories and by keeping 
irdu-strv informed on forthcoming scientific investigations. 

In 1933-193^, some changes were effected in the 
structure of the Institute.  Two new departments were added 
toy  gaining students in welding production (1933) Z.see 
rots/ and general technology? the hot and cold metal 
orocessing deDartments were unified under the single name 
of the mechanical-technological department.  Zflote: the 
welding production department was opened on the basis of 
the Autogenous Welding Institute transferred to the MMMI in 
1933V/ 
~    Thus, by 193*+, the Institute consisted of five depart- 
ments: the thermal and hydraulic machinery department, the 
mechanical-technological department, the precision instrument 
construction department (formerly called the precision 
mechanics department), the production welding department» 
ar-d the general technology department» 

The organizational structure of the general technology 
H^na-^tiaent was designed to combine the general scientific anc 
technical training of students and to improve scientific and 
methodological work in special.disciplines.  She  urgent need 
to organize this department was also occasioned by the face 
that specialisation began only in the third year.^ 

' Despite certain achievements in the work of me 
Institute* the presence of shortcomings became apparent in 
X93V« these vere subjected to severe criticism« 

These shortcomings had to do primarily with the 
organisation and teaching methods*■ 

The diffuse character of the study plans* their lack 
of f» nuroberVf subjects needed by the engineer» the attempt 
at  curtailing the training period through the establishment 
of unususl temni resulting in an inordinately large rate of 
failure among students» especially in the first two years 
Cup to Z0%  in 1933). frequent changes in method, the in- 
correct organisational approach to academic WOT*.,  etc.—all 
of this brought about a slowdown, in the training of specialises 
needed so badly by the country* 

During its first meeting, the Institute Council created 
in 19%« discussed the future tasks of the Institute, but did 
•not mftke any decisions as to measures directed toward the 
3-squidatiori of the aforementioned shortcomings!  this was the 
case despite the fact that a-number of professors pointed out 
the need for action. ■  .„   „ 

As it later turned- out. the reason for the inöicatea 
shortcomings in the academic process was sabotage activity«, 

Under the leadership of the Party organisation, the 
Institute collective liquidated the consequences of tnis 
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activity a.ut achieved new successes in the subsequent years, 
There «ere improvements in the ideological and political • 
effort« the solidarity of departments and sections, as well 
as in the organization of student work groups, etc* 

These measures were a direct embodiment of the decisions 
of the 17th Congress of the Communist Party» 

In 1936, the State ordered the merger of the Institute 
with the Moscow Automechanieal Institute which was to assume 
the functions of a'machine tractor department at the MMMI« 

The merger of the Institute with other higher technical 
schools* the development of old specialties and the opening. 
up of new ones required the constant improvement of academic 
and scientific efforts,  The elaboration of new organisational 
forms for the teaching process* the development of an experi- 
mental base« the- expansion of ties with industry* etc«—all 
of this was fundamental in the work of the Institute throughout 
1936 &nd.  constituted the realization of the 23 «June» 1936 
resolution of the Council of People's Commissars and Party 
Central Committee on the work of the higher educational 
institutions and the administration of the higher schools* 

Such successful efforts on the part of the Institute 
were due solely to the major political program carried on hy 
the Party organisation which included numerous Communist stu- 
dents experienced in Partyä council« and trade union work. 
In 1930-1937 this segment of the student body (the "parttysyachu 
and Mproftysyachniks") was about to graduate.  'The membership 
of the Party organization began to fall off»  But political 
efforts did not diminish*  This was a time of increasing 
membership in the Komsomol organisation« which under the 
leadership of the Party organisation actively participated 
in all areas of social and political life at the Institute« 

Of great importance in the Intensification of scientific 
work at the Institute was the decision of the USSR Council of 
People5 s Commissars dated 20 Marchs 1937* authorizing the 
institution to confer degrees of Candidate and Doctor of 
Technical Sciences, 

•In 1938B the Institute expanded its program of training 
mechanical engineer« through the introduction of new courses. 
This purpose was further served by the organization of new 
departments and the reorganization of the machine.tractor 
department» which branched off into the newly-created auto- 
mechanical Institute by turning over its tractor and auto- 
motive exploitation sections to the latter institution« 

The welding department was likewise reorganized into 
a welding section within the mechanical technology depa: .*- TiftT", .1 l>Ulki. 

The section on metal rolling and rolling mill con- 
struction«, along with the laboratory then being built for it. 
was turned over to the steel institute*  This later formed 
the basis for the Scientific Research Institute of Special 
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Property Steels under the People's Commissariat on Ferrous 
Metsis« 

The textile section was turned over to the Leningrad 
Industrial Institute» 

The food machinery section was taken over by the 
Moscow Chemical Machinery Institute*  The training of 
earth-moving machinery engineers was suspended» 

The sections having to do with instrument construction 
began to develop intensively» 

The aforementioned organisational changes required 
the development of new basic academic principles«, 

The great material possibilities placed at the dis- 
posal of the Institute made it possible to organise and 
provide first-rate equipment to the auxilliary academic 
facilities« as well as to initiate the general renovation ■ 
of all such facilities and to establish close contacts with 
a number of machinery construction factories that soon led 
to close cooperation between science and actual industrial . 
practice| this in turn produced important results in future 
years. 

The intensive growth of the Institute insistently 
posed the question of extending available space.  A new 
master construction plan.was worked out in 1939 on the 
basis of a 26 million ruble appropriation.  19^-0 marked 
the start of construction work on new academic buildings and 
a dormitory to house 500 students (in Moscow}» 

Of great importance to the academic life of the 
Institute in 1939 was the decision of the USSR Council of 
People's Commissars dated 20 December on the establishment 
of 100 scholarships imeni I.V. Stalin to be awarded to the 
most pro raising students» 

The subsequent'19^-19^1 period was one of further.. 
growth for the Institute« 

The Great War of the Motherland which started on 22 
June» 19^1 a did not interfere with the normal life of the- 
Institute.  The fall 19^1 semester began as usual on 
I September in accordance with the established academic 
norms«  Studies continued on a normal basis only through 
September* however» 

The patriotic desire among the students to come to 
the defense of the Motherland took many of them away from 
their studies.  Some of the students volunteered for the 
battiefronts while others worked on setting up the defenses 
of Moscow.-  Many teachers likewise departed for the front 
lines or worked in the Institute workshops and laboratories 
on behalf of the defense effort. 

Under the direction of the Party organisation« the 
Institute underwent conversion to wartime conditions, 
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v The All-Union Committee on Higher Education decided 
on 1M- October» 19*H, to evacuate the Institute to the town 
of Izhevsk in the Udmurt Autonomous SSR, 

On 18-20 November^ almost all of the professors and 
teachers and a majority of the students left Moscow, 

Studies.were resumed on 10 November, 1921, for the 
first, secondhand third year students, and on 8 December 
for the seniors. •'.    ' . 

February, 19^2S marked the start of preparations for 
the resumption of studies at Moscow.  On 1 March, these 
studies began in two departments which had formerly represen- 
ted affiliates of parent departments functioning at Izhevsk. 

The evacuated Institute took in. not only its former 
students from Moscow, but also some from other evacuated 
higher technical schools located in Moscow. 

The teaching staff consisted of Institute staff members 
which for some reason or other had remained in Moscow, 

Toward the end of 19^2, studies both in Moscow and 
Izhevsk were proceeding normally.  The admission of new 
students and the graduation of engineers was not suspended. 
Both locations instituted special retraining courses for 
engineers needed in the defense industries. 

Early in 19lf3. the MMMI Imeni Bauraan petitioned the 
government for the return of its old name of the Moscow 
Higher Technical School.  The All-Union Committee on Higher ' 
Education supported this request. 

Taking into consideration the fruitful scientific 
efforts of the Institute, one of the oldest higher technical 
institutions in the country, as well as its fame« the State 
Defense Committee on 22 May, 19**3, decided to return the old 
name to the institution. 

The resolution included the following measures; 1) the 
MVTU should train mechanical engineers with a wide background 
in many special fields, including steam technology; 2) the 
academic process at the School should be reorganized with the 
aim of improving thegeneral theoretical and technical quali- 
fications of the engineers. 

The realization of the State Defense Committee resolution 
was the basic concern of the School throughout the period 

At the end of April, 19M-3» the MVTU was returned to 
Moscow.  It is important to note that this return did not 
interfere with normal academic activity: the entire operation 
was planned so as to insure the resumption of operations two 
days after the arrive! at Moscow. 

Thus, during the years 19^1-19^3* the MVTU not only 
continued its activities on the training of engineering cadres, 
but intensified them; this fact is important in view of the 
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wartime conditions.  The School suffered no losses in its 
professorial and teaching staff and preserved its entire 
material base for academic and scientific work*  All of 
this was possible only due to the exceptional concern of 
the Partv and State for the MVTÜ. 

The postwar -development of the School Is characterised 
by the further improvement of the academic process and the 
expansion of scientific activity« 

In the course of the subsequent 19H-6-1950 period, 
the School considerably expanded and improved its scientific 
and academic endeavors» and established closer ties with 
industry.  The great material resources placed at its 
disposal by the Government made it possible to equip some 
of the laboratories with first-class equipment.  Ml of this 
led to certain changes in the organizational structure. 

The 19H-8-19lr9 school year marked the creation of the 
engineering physics departmentj an engineering pedagogical 
department was started in -19^9-1950 with the purpose of 
training mechanical engineers to teach in technicums and 
other technical, schools.  New specialties also arose during 
this period.. 

The intensive development of academic and scientific 
activities at the School already toward the end of the 19*K)s 
required the expansion of the auxilliary academic base. 
The JflTTU began to experience a number of difficulties. The 
basic obstacle» as formerly* was the extreme shortage of 
space%    this led to the organisation of classes in two and 
one half shifts« which still did not completely alleviate 
the classroom .shortage. 

Laboratories and equipment rooms were used for class- 
room space* and this had a negative effect on the scientific 
methodological work (due to the interruption of work rhythm 
and the concomitant impossibility of performing extensive 
long-term continuous studiesa etc.)* 

The rates of new construction of the MVTÜ lagged con- 
siderably behind its total growth rate» 

The School struggle Insistently to accelerate the 
program of building new facilities» laboratories3 and the 
suburban installation. 

The increased enrollment likevd.se posed the problem 
of building more student dormitories, A. new dormitory was 
completed in 1950-1951 in the Moscow suburbs, and plans were 
submitted for the construction of another one in Moscow 
itself. 

The School also pressed for a solution of the problem 
of increasing the time norms allotted for various activities 
and projects (annual projects and degree theses« group 
sessions« etc). 
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A  memorandum I issued by the MVTU entitled "On the 
present state and prospects for the future development of 
the MVTU ImenI Bauman and its essential needs" (1951) 
contained the follo\v*ing statement: 

"We realize full well that much still remains to be 
done; we must strive tirelessly to carry forth a large 
scientific-methodological effort for the improvement of the 
academic process» concentrating special attention on the 
improvement of technological training given our engineers? 
we must intensify political educational effortSJ    we must 
work more intensively to produce scientific cadres; we 
must produce more study aids than ever before? we must 
develop our laboratories and strengthen ties with industry, 

"But what we need is the assistance of the Ministry 
of Higher Education In the solution of a number of basic 
and essential problems—first and foremost, that of 
accelerated additional construction".  £Motei minutes of 
the MVIU Scientific Council meeting held on 2 July,, 195L„ 
page £/, 

And as always«.the needs of the School received due 
attention.  In September, 1952« the Government extended an 
additional appropriation for the construction of academic 
buildings« a. 100-unit apartment house for professors and 
teachers« and a student dormitory to house 1200 persons. 

Some idea of the scale of construction may be gained • 
from the fact that the 1953 plan Included an expenditure 
of 15 million rubles for building and installation, costs. 

The School won approval of its recommendation directed 
toward the development of scientific and academic work. 

In its subsequent endeavors* the MVYÜ outlined an 
extensive work plan reflecting the directives of the 19th 
Congress, of the CPSU. 

The Scientific Council resolution dated 10 November. 
1952, and entitled "On the problems of the MVTU in  connection 
with the resolution of the 19th Communist Party Congress" 
proposed? 

1) The intensification of ideological work; 
2) The Improvement of teaching methods; 
3) The revision of study plans and programs in 

connection with the transition to a five-year term of study« 
with special attention directed toward the problems of 
automation* complex mechanization, etc.? 

h)    A revision of the work of special, sections« 
especially in the matter of solving large-scale problems 
in science and technology! 

5) The strengthening of ties with industry} 
6) The increased introduction of scientific results 

into actual practice? 



7) An Intensification, in the program of preparing 
new scientific cadres« etc» 

A major event in the life of the Schoola «s well as 
of the entire higher education system» was the resolution of 
the USSR Council of Ministers and the Central Committee of 
the CPSU of 195*+ on the improvement of the trainings dis- 
tribution, and utilization of specialists with a higher 
and secondary specialized education» 

Among the timely problems whose solution will in 
great measure determine the improved quality of specialized 
training in the higher educational institutions are the 
followingi the liquidation of extreme compartmentalization. 
and* conversely* the production of specialists with a wider 
general background,■the reduction of compulsory assignments 
and activities of students to provide for great independent 
effort^ and the significant improvement of actual production 
training. 

The concrete realization of the Party and State 
directives proceeded in the direction of reexamining and 
revising study.plans and programs, widening the purview of 
special sections, divisions« and departments, developing 
teaching methods designed to promote independent work on the 
part of students, and creating improved textbooks and study 
aids.  All of this required a radical reappraisal of the 
character of scientific methodological and. scientific research 
work* 

Tbs MOSCOW Higher Technical School always considered 
its main and most important purpose to he the training of 
politically developed and highly-qualified .engineers and 
organisers having full command of the methods of scientific 
and technical thinking and equipped with extensive technical 
knowledge...-: This was precisely the purpose which guided the 
organization of the entire academic process at the School 
throughout all stages in the development of the Soviet higher 
technical school system» 

The original academic system reflected a progressive 
trend in the field of higher technical education»  The sub- 
sequent creative development of the principles embodied in 
this system led to the creation of the "Project for the 
Development of the Moscow Technical School into a School of 
the Polytechnic TypQn. 

Measures taken in the 1917-1918 period included the 
establishment of more definite study plans, the development 
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or actc»mie programs^ and the formulation, of basic steps 
to be taken in connection with the forthcoming organisation 
<nf the electrotechnical and civil engineering departments 
and the reorganisation of the Mechanics Department. 

tube new study programs were based on the old e=sb;le?t- 
course system with a, five-year term of study. 

The plans provided that the first and second year 
students would take up the study of general scientific and 
certain general t@ehn.ical subjects; mathematics« physics.^ 
mechanicss strength of materials* etc  Starting in the 
third year, concurrently with general technical courses, 
student would begin to specialist©» later concentrating most . 
of his attention oa his specialty« 

A considerable role in the study plans was devoted 
to the teaching of socio-economic disciplines. 

the cover-ago and character of the plan* ESS yell as the 
ratio of tin» devoted to various types-of study» ^&ms,lxm& the 
same* 

In 1918-1919« the study plans were approved by the 
People's Commissariat of Education and began to be put into 
effect in connection with the completed reorganisation of the 
mechanics department and the opening of the electrotechnieal 
end civil engineering departments*.  These study plans■• vere- 
in effect until 1921« 

The basic premises of the higher technical school 
reform introduced" in 1920 established a course systsra with 
a three-year term of study in all of the higlsr■technical • 
schools. 

Upon reexaral&ing its study plans« the School cam® to 
the conclusion that the provision of good training for engineers 
required the institution of a four-year study term.  This idea 
was taken into consideration by the People's Commissariat.of 
Education« which agreed to this change* 

The new study plans preserved the. old course sequence 
for the gena'ral theoretical and scientific required subjects» 
as wall as the order of specialisation,  The changes con- 
sisted in the' fact that three years were devoted to general' 
training and the last year to specialized courses, 

She school year was divided into three trimesterss 
fall (four months)«.' spring (four months) * and sura&er (two 
months)»-with the first two taken up by studies at the 
School and the third by actual experience in industry* 
Lectures were to take up 1536 hours« exercises XQhO hoursa 
laboratories and workshops—'368 hours» drafting—»5X2 hours« 
and the time to be devoted to project planning activities 
unspecified»  This brought the total study time to 3^56 
hours« with an additional 28.56 hours of homework on the 
pert of the student. 



la addition to this, the plans set aside 3b'* bom>s 
on the possible study of foreign languages, as well as 
field trips, colloqula* and examinations. 

me working time allotted in the last year for the 
completion of senior theses was longer than that allowed 
forster^v» 

' "Actual experience in using tb.es© study plans during 
the period 1^21-192% showed that nev conditions and new 
problems confronting technology were not receiving sufficient 
reflection in the academic process. 

1 new five-year study plan was worked out JA 19^K 
Aceofd-ttig to this plan* the first and second years included 
p*neral course in all of the departments with the exception 
*f the eivil engineering department. with the gradual Intro- 
duction of specialization in the third year? tho specialised 
courses gradually increased in proportion, making the fourta 
vear completely specializedj the fifth year was devoted to 

■«•he final project and diploma thesis.  Of all or the time 
allowed for completing the full oourse. 33* was devoted to 
lectures and seminars« 30$ to exercises. 20* to laboratory 
work ana 1?%  to" planning. 

The total number of possible specialties in each 
department was as followss 

a) Mechanics Department-—lb| 
fe) Chemistry Department—-l4*; 
c) Civil Engineering Department—b; 
d) Electro technical Department—10. 
Foreign languages and the cycle of political courses * 

wer® not included under any departaaant. 
At the same time* programs were worked out lor newxy- 

inatitut«d courses and old ones reexamiaed.     ; 
Spec*a1 attention was demoted to the compilation ox. 

orograms on political subjects; tö-ese *«re mad® considerably 
more extensive and complete than was the case previously. 

"übe All-aussian Conference of Rectors held in 19^i> 
aDDroTOd'the proposal for th« transition to a ■+. 5-year term 
of studv at the higher technical schools of the country. 
Tne People3s Commissariat of Education at first -approvea the 
School's plans for a lK5-year term« and then extended this 
to 5 vea^s in a number of specialties* 

The stndy plans for 1925 devoted a great deal of 
Attention to production practice.  Bie »Resolution on 
Suiter Training at the MVTÜ« clearly defined its «ins. purpose, 
o^der of enrollment, and grading,  According to the academe 
clan, the summer training was to be an extension ox the usual. 
Studi-s. ■ Xhs summer trimesters were used for training tne 
students a«» follows: the third trimester program w>ula be 
administered in the School workshops in the area of geodetic 



and structural practice;    the J^^Jf gj'JSth^tSest.y 
spent in general factory trai^ig» ^^e ££ organisation 

S for ■JXtciÄir2ffth?>5S-£; Äam «£ =*§* the 

Missions nrp?^e*aSÄ 
its considerable achievements* did not provx 
training to Soviet specially. technical schools* 

«Even in one of our bjs. ^^f; July ?iemZa of the 
**<» MVTU " said Comrade Molotov at trie JUf* i*;    «.*.-„ the MxU*    ^axu wu encounter at every step 

sss as? off h^oatLbs?srs^e,ing 
„.^JS: ^Ärf S as.—"" -ae the 
following concaents: materials and structures »Even such subjects as new ma-erx con>-( 

are taught within the «e^rtmant «c*uslj-^. 
structicn machineryJffi*™*/{f ef ^f completely un- 
Soviet Union for several years is as y«u 
familiar to the students.      d b the students tend to 

*, ^^"sis^: ^.sss?«^of forelgn technolOBS 
L pSorlyjefIf ^/^HLpectors had to say about the 

Chemistry Departments t  Drogram requires revision 
*    .SJS thi newest achievements of chemistry.    Theie so as to cover the neues v. "y"-.,,, rl-lllg t^g students witn 

is extreme ^e^araness In familiarizing tn & eoapiete 
new developments *» »»"^„^i? organizational and 
^SoSie^roalLfof ÄJÄ^*«* *» »*«» 
SS^jffn^^ors^enrrfolio« on study aide 
fOT the.|S?e^ih we saw in the area of ^ *ids fr 
students was Interesting indeed        First o, all. there«^ 

hefraanSi8^^?aä!      ae equipment ^«S?^|e^f ^fd 

rt t^MTW «ouM md» a fine museum^   & e School has 
„ Soviat^ade .aohinery.s?ot JOs p a   g ^ « 

MV1D. the largest technical school in th■ t-J.    gtot-^ 

Leningrad. 1928Tpages 2->-£°J 
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The  decisions of' the July Plenum of the Central 
Committee on the improvement of training and increased 
output of specialists- Mobilized the efforts of a collective 
of scientists' at..,the school toward the modernization of this 
training»  They retxamined all of the study plans ana programs 
as well'as the specialty 'Classifications« abolished.senior 
theses and pro elects a., established definite tiiee limits for 
graduations altered the character of production training» 
etc» • 

From the system of "continuous study,in. production" 
the School went over to that of "continuous, practice in 
production5'» -whereby the first-year students began to re- 
ceive their technological training at the Schoolj production 
practice at actual' industrial enterprises began with the 
sixth semester* 

The considerable improvement of the material base 
of laboratories and workshops in isany ways aided the im- 
provement of training quality« 

' In subsequent years« much attention was devoted to 
the elaboration of general and particular methodological, 
problems in connection with the organizatl on and development 
of new departments* introduction of new specialties« and 
the opening of new ana.  expansion of old laboratories«, ss 
well as the alteration of study and .practical training 
procedures. 

By the time the five-year plan of study was intro- 
duced in the School as well as in the other higher «ruieatioaal 
institutions in the country« the group-laboratory study 
method was "beginning to 'be introduced.  In the bass of the 
general scientific disciplines (mathematics* mechanicss 
etc*)a it had to do with the division of the entire material 
of a given course into sections some of which were studied 
only .in lectures* a second category-—only in group sessions«. 
a third--both in lectures and in groups, and a fourth—in 
lectures* conference hours» and on an"individual basis* 

An important role in the general methodological effort 
was played by the problems of correlating the subject matter 
studied by the lower division students -with the students' 
level of general knowledge prior to entering the School. 

What follows is a brief examination of the development 
of several general principles at the basis of the academic 
process according to departments, 

Sm,ifeSÖJiai&^^aSiZSMai.  Th®  problem of revising 
the study plan for this department arose in connection with 
its subdivision to f orm two new. departments during th® 1918- 
1919 sehoolyear» 

A special commission consisting of professors and 
instructors In the most important special technical-disciplines 



introduced a number of changes Into the existing study plan. 
The term of study remained five years- as formerly« with a 
total 30-hour weekly academic work load and a 2-semester 
academic year.  The scientific-technical disciplines were 
grouped according to four categories and 20 sub-classifications 
covering all of the basic specialties. 

Special attention in the study plans was devoted to 
special pro ject work, as was the case formerly* 

The commission recommended the inclusion in the plan 
of a proposal for the organisation of a specialty in 
agricultural machine building5 the School Council turned 
down this proposal» however* 

The new study plan was introduced in 1921; it set 
the terra of study at the School at four years. 

In view of a number of shortcomings in this plans ■ 
the department in 192^ initiated the development of a new 
study plan to cover a five-year term* and also set about to 
revise the course programs. 

The new study plan and programs were approved in 1925* 
In later years, it was amended-to include changes having to 
do mainly with the introduction of new courses and certain 
small changes in time devoted to various forms of study« 

The essential points in the plan were as follows» 
The first two years encompassed studies of a general nature 
for all sections and specialties! specialisation began in 
the third year, with 80% of the work load, on the average, 
still taken up by general departmental disciplines*'  In the 
fourth year, special courses took up about 65$ of the total 
time, while the fifth year was devoted solely to the senior 
project. 

Practical work experience was to be gained during the 
summertime exclusively, and as a rule started on June 1; 
the type of work at each stage was as follows? second year— 
general departmental practice; third year--general practice, 
fourth year—specialised work} fifth year—-work in preparation 
for the senior project*  The average academic work load from 
the first through the fourth years totalled 35.5-36 hours per 
week. The  average number of compulsory courses was 37, 9 
of these of a general scientific nature, 15 dealing with 
technology in general.» and 13 specialized courses. 

A very important role was likewise played by general 
economic training.  For example, among the economics courses, 
in addition to the general "Industrial Economics" course taken 
by all of the students, the metal technology, wood technology, 
and general machine building sections had a course in "Metal 
Industry Economics", while the students in the thermal 
technology section took "Fuel Supply Economics" and the 
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textile section offered- "Textile Industry Economics \ ecc. 
But feis was only one part of the general economic training 
envisioned by the plan«  Problems in calculation and in- 
dustrial economics were treated in almost every specialized 

~     '     "Thus the problem of extensive economic preparation 
outlined in"the early plan for converting the School into 
a polytechnic institution was adequately resolved. 

The  study plan and programs of the Mechanics 
^ewtment envisioned the training of engineers with an 
extensive general scientific and technical background. 

" "A good example of this may be found in the type of 
project work carried on by the students» 

The gradus"? development of project planning, as oefore, 
usi "intended to acquaint the students with the independent. 
solution of technical problems through the assignment of 
ever more difficult tasks of a constructive nature, flus 
was a traditbn at the MVTÜ. 

The planning work carried out by the student vaa 
subdivided into general, specialized (annual), and senxor- 
th©sis categories« ',..,,   A    *. 

The senior thesis project was the last independent 
piece  of ncrk carried out by the student which consummated 
bis training ia his own  chosen field* 

In working on their projects, the students ware able 
to consult specialised project leaders* 

This collective» cooperative direction 01 senior 
theaJs vork was always considered to be important at the  , 
MV-ff) W was a characteristic feature of an effort assigned 
to promote lively and deepseated interest in the stuaent 
during the elaboration of the main proDlems involved in nxs 

these. ppepfipatory training in draftsmanship bore a direct 
relation to the project work. 

The drafting aspect of project planning involved new 
problems connecting it with the subject matter of other 
courses (mathematics, mechanics, etc.); nachxnery design, 
furthermore, became more modern. 

The drafting programs were considered .basic in tn& 
Mechanics Department» ■ 

The drafting programs in the electrotechnical. civil 
ev.einee**in?. and chemical departments in simplified and 
ab^dped form reflected most of the drafting assignments 
admiir* ste*f>d in the mechanics department but included certain 
specific features having to do with the subject matter of 
each department«, ^ ,  ,     .  ^; 

The general development of•tne study plan can to a 
certain**extent be characterised by the development af 
specialties as shown in the following comparison? £see 
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Table- I/C- at end of report^/ 
■In connection with the division of the study plan 

according to sections* the Mechanics Department produced? 
In the thermal technology section—specialists on 

the organisation and administration of thermal power nro» 
duction in factories and plants, designers of thermal*power 
production stations for regional sad central areas: 
designers of steam engines, boilers* locomobiles,« steam 
turbines» stationary internal eombusaon engines. automobiles, 
tractors* and aircraft engines? designers of locomotives,, 
moving railway equipment» and diese! locomotives? specialists 
in traction equipment? designers of refrigeration and ice- 
making machines and apparatus; specialists on industrial 
refrigeration equipment end refrigeration installations. 

In the general machine building section—designers 
of hydraulic machinery and specialists on the installation 
a.nd exploitation of hydraulic power and pumping stations. 
Specialists on lifting, transporting* and unloading devices? 
specialists on the installation and use of grain mills. 

In the metal and wood technology section—designers 
of stationary equipment and machine toolsj engineers for 
the organization and exploitation of specialized plants 
(producing machinery, engines, pumps« compressors, textile 
machines» automobiles, aircraft, agricultural machinery« etc,)« 
as well as of rolling mills, general and pipe casting plants,' 
sawmills3 and railway repair workshops. 

In the aeromechanics section—aircraft designers and 
wind power production installations. 

In the textile section—textile engineers familiar 
with all of the methods of fiber treatment; engineers for 
the design and mass production of textile machinery and 
specialists on the installation and exploitation of textile 
factories ispinning and weaving). 

J^e-.Ckfmi..g_tix. Department.  The  study plan of the 
Chemistry Department following the transformation of the 
School into an institution of the polytechnic type did not 
undergo any significant changes»  The organization of the 
new technological-engineering and chemical engineering 
sections merely perpetuated the old features of the depart- 
mental program for chemical engineers.  Some of these hsd 
been receiving extensive training in technology, industrial 
apparatus, and general plant operations, while others were 
trained in the development of chemical methods.  Engineers 
of the second type were produced only by the school. 

The study plan of the Chemistry Department introduced 
in 1921-1922 differed from the former one mainly in its 
shortening of the term of study to four years, with speciali- 
zation taking place in the fourth and last year. 
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intended to prepare the student for his final project or 
thesis. 

Subjects taken during the eighth semester wer® 
completely specialized,'  At this point« the subjects were 
taught with reference to each special section,  'The basic 
material learned in each specialty during this semester 
was■made up of special technological subjects« technical 
analysis with application to the given specialty, the design- 
ing of special equipment, and participation in special 
seminars aimed at preparing the student for the subsequent 
completion of senior theses or projects. 

During the fourth year.» specialization proceeded ©long 
tvo directions in chemical technology; this determined the 
training received by the two types of engineers, concentrating 
either on production technology or the technology of chemical 
methods itself.  Specialists of the first type hcd the 
opportunity of improving their knowledge in subjects of a 
technological character (structural engineering« general 
electrical technology, boiler installations„ and special 
equipment design), while specialists of the second type ^o 
were not required to take the latter subjects continued'to 
study various aspects of analytical» organic« inorganic* ana 
physical chemistry by spending more time in laboratory work. 

During the fifth year.» those specializing in the first 
of the aforementioned areas completed a senior project and 
thesis» while those in the second group had to submit a 
thesis and a technological-economic report whose preparation 
required a sufficiently good knowledge of production pro- 
cesses and their economic aspects.  The major emphasis in 
the work of the first group was placed on technological 
training and the completion of the senior projectj in the 
case of the second group* central importance was placed on 
the improvement of knowledge in the field of scientific 
chemistry and the.senior theses which had to conform to 
extremely high standards» 

The overall development of each specialty is apparent 
from the list of specialties within each department in the 
years 191Ö and 1930. 

The character of the general and special projects 
changed little in the course of the period under examination. 
Their natural and main point of difference consisted in the 
modern character of the themes involved,  /Notes see- 
Table XI at end of report*/ 

In working on his senior project* the student was 
required to include the following materials 

1. A brief description of the production process 
on which the project was based? its economic significance 
and the conditions serving to make it profitable. 
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'■■,    A eoa.pj.ete plan of the given, enterprise in which 
-iss eüüicrdßsnt was carried out; this was to include a 
description of the products manufactured, the necessary 
raw material's«, and the sequence of processes involved in the 
production of particular -commodities* 

3« A choice of designs and an estimate of the required 
number of pieces of apparatus and machines along with their 
specifications* efficiency» and power consumption, 

h9    An estimate of the space required and a sketch 
of apparatus and machinery placement. 

5„ Information on power and steam requirements; 
this includedi a) an estimate of the amount of steam required 
in the process; b) an-estimate and selection of a steam 
boiler system; c) a choice of motors* their placement and 
transmissions! d) the rational us® of stesm§ e) a choice ■ 
of fuel, an estimate of the quantities to be consumed« ana 
the methods of delivery and storage» 

6* Information on the water supply; a calculation 
of the required amount of water and the number of tanks 
and pumps needed*  Information on the purification of the 
water used in the factory.  Information on waste removal 
and .decontamination. 

7,    k  plan and estimat« of building costs (including 
fir® prevention features).  Building heating and ventilation. 

8.' A calculation of the work force required at-the 
plant| a calculation of the necessary wages« 

9. Information on hygienic working conditions» 
cultural and educational facilities* and the organization - 
of the latter« 

10* A calculation of the cost of the product 
manufactured* 

The blueprints submitted with the project were a.imecl 
at providing a graphical representation of the basic aspects 
of the oroductiv« process under consideration.  Thus, it 
was necessary to indicate the placement of machinery« motors 
and auxilliary equipment* ventilation and heating facilities, 
illumination, the placement of stairways* doors, latrines* 
and cloakrooms* as well as to include sketches of factory 
building placement and the location of the production 
facilities within-each building. 

It was likewise considered desirable to submit diagrams 
depicting graphically the course of production as well as 
the use of steam and power. 

In addition to submitting the senior project itself, 
the students were required to carry out technical-economic 
calculations„ 

Materials collected by the student during his practical 
training served as the basis for the compilation of his 
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i-rae 

tschnieal-eeonosnlc report* 
These reports included information on staffing the 

production process with qualified workers* the correct 
distribution of the work force« and the -provision of favorable 
working, conditions and hygienic .environment for the workers* 

3fo9 ,El?,c,tmMci^ii^aL^§£feJdfe<ieKk» Ehe Electrotachnicca 
Department had as its purpose the preparation of engines: 
for a number of technical fields in which work processes 
are based on the use of electrical energy»  In accordance 
with this task, the study plans for the 1913-1919 school, 
year were worked out in such a way-as to provide first of 
all a sufficiently extensive general scientific and engineering 
background^ and only then to develop the students' special 
knowledge.  The first part of the plan covering the general 
scientific mid  engineering curriculum was based on the physico- 
mathematical disciplines whose study would enable the student 
to understand and evaluate physical phenomena from, the 
mathematical standpoint» 

The second part of the plan covered general technical 
preparation consisting of the study of a number of technical 
disciplines» most of them in concentrated form* 

The third and basic part of the plan had to do with 
the study of special electrotechnical subjects which made up 
the specialized training given the student together with the 
senior project« 

Practical studies in the School laboratories as wall 
as industrial work experience were an important component 
in the electrical engineering program» 

The basic principles of this study plan wer© likewise 
applied in the program worked out for the years 1921-1925, 
when the term of study was cut down to four years. 

Of great importance to the development of the depart- 
ment ware the study plans introduced during the 1925-1926 
school year,.  These plans* designed to cover a full term 
of study lasting *f.5 and then five years* were in effect 
with certain minor changes until 1930« 

The structure of the plans was such that approximately 
2.5 years were devoted to the study of subjects required by 
students in every specialty; some special subjects were 
introduced in the second half of the second year.  Part of 
the third« and all of the fourth year was taken up bv 
special courses* For the fifth year» the plan envisioned 
the extension of knowledge in a given specialty and the 
completion of senior theses and projects.  The study plan 
for the 1920-1929 school year included programs in almost 
all of the specialties then introduced at other higher 
electrotechnieal schools« This is apparrent from the 
following comparative data on the development of each 



specialty» i^otet    see' Table XII at end of report.»/ 
Project work played an especially important part in 

this study plan« The general project program was similar 
to that of the Mechanics Department» 

Annual projects within the department were determined 
by the student's specialty.  For example, those specializing 
in the field of electrical drive mechanisms, the proDe-« 
has to do with the design of.a motor$ the student was 
obliged to calculate and determine the si&@ of the motor, 
to construct characteristic curves« and to draw up detailed 
design blueprints»  Students specialising in telegraphy 
would make us® of a giran equipment load to calculate and 
design battery stands, calculate the accumulator battery 
parameters* choose the proprsr battery chargers* design 
charging circuits and the charging board layout«, plan, the ■ 
general switching circuit, design the central ec'arcratatGr, 
tfto. 

ffiaeraes chosen for the senior projects were highly 
varied.  They could be subdivided into the following.. 
categoriess electrical machines and devices, electric;».! 
ecuipasnt aanufacture* and the distribution and -application 
of electrical power and communications. 

Ta&.mill^Mgiimiim^Jlm&S^m^^    The Civil Engineering 
Denarttränt vas intended to train specialists for a number oi 
fields in technology whose fundamental technical basis con- 
sists of the -various civil engineering disciplines. 

ffiie t*sis of the general training program £s envisioned 
in the 1916-1919 study plans were the pfoysico-matfaematical - 
disciplines \fttich in turn laid>the foundation of the study 
of various other technical sublets» 

At the same time, these plans also included training 
in the general engineering disciplines (draftsmanship, 
geodesy, structural mechanics* etc«).  The subsequent 
training oi  the future civil engineer consisted in the study 
of a. nuhber or specialized subjects as well as in project 
work«  All training was based on a solid practical base 
con-sis ting in the performance' of laboratory work in connection 
with 8i8!::y of the disciplines studied and participation in 
academic and industrial practical experience.programs» 

among  the various sections and specialties included 
.in the department„ a special place was occupied by the 
structural engineering-section* which'actually arose as 
early as 1900« 

The study plan and programs of the architecture 
section wer© intended to produce engineers -whose ability to 
correctly and precisely calculate the dimensions of a 
structure and structural habits and knowledge would be 
combined with a correctly developed artistic taste enabling 
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him to impart an aesthetic architectural treatment to. any 
structure in accordance with its functional purpose» 

The, 1918-1919 study plan was revised in 1922 in 
order to'■make possible the completion, of the full course 
•vtthin four years«  Sine® actual experience showed „ however * 
that this length of time was insufficient» th© department 
in 1923-192V began to work out new study plans covering a 
five-year span«  In connection with the 1921* merger of 
the Moscow Civil Engineering Institute with the Civil 
Engineering Department of the KVTÖ« th© study plans'reflectod 
the valuable achievements of both academic institutions in 
the training of specialists in various fields of civil . 
engineering.' 

The study plan assumed a clear»eut form by the 192?" 
1928 school year«  Some idea of its nature may be gained 
fHOEi the following data on the development of each specialty. 
£jfotes see Table XIII at end of report^/ 

The plan encompasses- two general fields«—civil 
engineering and architectural engineering? the civil 
engineering curriculum has an independent plan for each 
specialty starting with th© third year«, 

The study plan included progress for training engineer 
in the following specialties? 

1} Civil engineers acquainted with the calculation* 
design» and erection of complex engineering structures 
(bridges)* major public buildings (railway stations, airplane 
hangers» etc*} and urban commercial facilities (elevators« 
cold storage plants« etc.)| 

2) Engineers specialising la factory and plant 
construction (all areas)% 

35 Engineers acquainted with the problem of water 
utilisation in all of its aspects« i.e., the technological 
applications of water regarded as a source of energy* water- 
ways as channels of communication, water as the meliorative 
factor* and water supply problems in general.  The basic 
concern however* was the problem of utilising water as a 
source of energy? 

h)    Engineers specialising in various aspects of 
urban industry and public works (water supply and sewerage» 
heating and ventilation» etc.); 

•5) Architectural engineers acquainted with modern 
design and building standards as applied tö public facility, 
and at the same time able to plan housing end special 
buildings as well as entire cities and settlements« 

The study plan of the civil engineering department 
devoted a great deal of attention to project work* as so 
did those of th® other departments. 
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The existing order and. character of general* annual* 
and -senior project work in the civil engineering and 
architectural fields already in fore:© for many years served 
as a basis in the development of project plans for the civil 
engineering department,»  By the 1925-1926 school year, 
project writ standards took on ä clear aspect and were 
maintained almost intact until 1930. 

Actual project work began in the third year»' at 
which time the students were put to work on small designs 
(structural details* etc»)| this was followed in the fourth 
year by the independent solution of mar®  or less serious 
technical problems having to do with the compilation of 
special annual projects v/hich wer® sometimes continued durin 
the course of the fifth year*  Ehere was a total of four - 
course projects.  During' the fifth year« the sts.id.ants wero 
on their senior project.  The theme of this project con- 
sisted in the solution of an entire engineering problem. 
Depending upon the scope of the thesis* the project included 
both detailed and sketch elaboration of the elements is. 
order that the-student might be able to discuss all 
relevant issues raised during his defense of the project« 

fhe four compulsory parts of each project wer« as 
follow; "■ ■ ~   ""   *    * " ' 
2) its r 
3) its r 
actual construction? and h)  an economic treatment of the 
problem«, 

Each portion was developed according to a comp&rativ 
method throvigh a study of variations and the choice of the 
moat expedio&t variant«  In cases of extensiv® themes, it 
was possible to limit the treatment of some »articular 
detf.il to the extent« however« that the student satisfied ' 
the foi'!r &&r erahnt ioned requirements» 

T'h (■•■>■  f-Anf*-j«-i'-1 'P f (■■/'■■ "j ■&.«- 

/.ft er the reorganisation of the MTO in 1930, the 
period from 1930 through 1932 ras one In ifoioh the Msohan3.es 
ana Machine Building Institut© did a great deal of work to 
organize new academic organs (department special sections* 
etc«)« to resolve pedagogical■problems arising as a 
consequence of the aewly-alterea- acadeoic'-organlzatlonal 
structure (the emergence of new specialties)« and to Improve 
the work of the auxilliary academic facilities, ©to* 

The study plans for these years differed little from 
the Mechanics Department plans for 1930* 
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The period 1932-1933 brought with It a radical change 
in the entire-; academic life of the Institute in accordance 
with the decision of the USSR Central Executive Committee 
dated 19 September« 1932.  These changes had to do with 
the simplification of the.organizational structure of the 
academic sector, the revision of study plans and programs« 
the adjustment of subject matter in line with the needs of 
socialist industry* and finally, the introduction of such 
specialties as locomobile design, boiler design» food machinery 
construction* etc. 

In order to prepare specialists equipped with extensive 
theoretical knowledge» the total proportion of general 
scientific* technical and specialized disciplines within .the 
curriculum rose to 80-85#.  In the new study plans» the 
mathematics requirement rose from 280 hours to !t03 hours* 
physics received 200 hours instead of the former 60-100 hours, 
etc. 

The new plans and programs as worked out at the 
Institute were adopted by the People's Commissariat of 
Heavy Industry, and the Committee on Higher Technical 
Schools as the basis for unified plans, programs, and profiles 
for all higher machine building schools. 

The new academic program at the Institute went" into 
operation on 1 January-, 1933.  Most of the teaching was 
done by means of the laboratory-seminar technique, with 
special emphasis on independent work by the students.  Senior 
projects (and theses) as well as the system of individually- 
graded examinations was reestablished. 

In 1933, an important role in the academic life of the 
Institute was assumed b~g  the problems of mass production 
practice,' basic methodological instructions on its organi- 
zation and introduction were worked out, and the role of the 
institute and industry in its direction was clearly defined. 
The Institute was made responsible for 30 factories in 
scientific research institutes. 

It turned out in 193^» however, that the content of 
the academic process was lagging behind the organizational 
norms of mass production, For this reason, all resources 
were martiailed in 193lf~1935 to make up for this lag. 

Of great importance to the development of the academic 
process was the resolution of the Council of People's 
Commissars and the Central Committee dated 23 June, 1936, 
entitled ts0n the Work of the Higher Educational Institutions 
and on the Administration of Higher Education". 

The development of new and firm organizational 
principles to be applied in the academic process (study piano 
for programs to be covered in four' years and ten months for 
some specialties and five years and two months for others, 
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programs* method^Xo^icfaX- instructions* ate*)* the alteration 
of the orgauinational structure of the academic sector 
(the opening of new departments and special sections)4 the 
establishment of aaore clearly defined specialties, ate— 
this >/&s \sbat occupied the Institute in the 1930s«, 

During the period 19^1-19^3* the Institute continued 
to operate on the basis of its old established no?3s« m»na£i/!g 
to function in a normal manner during the difficult wartime 
years* 

la event of considerable importance to the development 
of the academic process was the resolution of the State 
Defense Committee dated 22 May» 19**3»  This resolution 
required the School to revise its academic program in such 
a way as would enable it to train engineers of a wide back- 
ground in almost ail fields of machine building» instrument 
design» and certain other allied areas»  The resolution 
likewise reestablished the old program of training design 
er.-inc:-rs in the field of steaa technology. 

ü.ll of the study plans were reex&mlned in 1^3-1^5 s 
2BSJ.IV- old specialized and some general syllabi were likewise 
re\*is«--v and new syllibi drawn up.  The teaching of mathematics, 
theorei.,•-?.*5 'Bechanics* the theory of machines and mechanisms« 
strength of materials» and other general theoretical and 
technical aiscipiines was intensified in the study plans 
for several of the specialties*  The programs for all 
disciplines were reexsmined and adjusted in accordance with 
new scientific and technical achievements.  The total 
amount of study time according to the new plans was 5000- 
5100 hours* of #iich 3700-3800 hours were devoted to com- 
pulsory subjects for all students» and 13O0-1W0 hours to 
special disciplines. 

Despite the fact that the School's study plan did 
not differ significantly as regards the total time devoted 
to academic work from those of other machine building higher 
technical schools in the country« the quality of engineer 
training turned out to be higher.  This superior training 
was due first and foremost to the presence of highly- 
qualified scientific cadres who were keeping -in constant 
touch with industry and scientific research organizations, 
emu  secondly» to the availability of a sufficiently advanced 
laboratory base» 

Aside frora certain insignificant changes, the study 
plans of l^S-19^-5 remained in effect throughout the following 
years. 

Despite the successes achieved by the School in its 
scientific and pedagogical efforts during the period 19%« 
19^5s it turned out that there were still certain short- 
comings as regards the solution of academic problems.  The 
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Kinisfv of Higher Education took note of tais «ct in 19!j6. 
^e School responded directly to this criticism and» 

«,t-^tinF in 19^6. undertook the revision and considerable 
ilproi?lent of ail aspects of the academic curriculum 
-he frst result of this work was the convocation in May. £*-b. 
Of « methodological conference on proJjJ^Jf^^-  t of 
fw-Pwence attracted a great deal of attention on the part o* 
th^maS? highe? educational institutions of the country (the 
£5c£ £wr Production Institute imeni Molotov the Moscow 
^ronechanlcal Institute imeno Ordzhonikleze. the Military 
ilr IcSeS imeni Zhukovskiy. the Moscow Agricultural Institute. 
tv,o st.Ael Institute« etc.)* and industry. 

This attention to the work of the conference was only 
natural, since production training had always pisyed J^JDCS- 
?IrS£ to play a decisive role in the preparation of high-.y 
m7o?*ied Modern engineers.  A resolution on the production 
frirlm  o? stu3en?f?n higher educational,Institutions adopted 

Se Council of People's Commissars on 2b «tech. ^Sd^d- 
that «»reduction training is an organic part of the acaaeoiw 
tB

nL,flTl&t\l  its purpose the testing, and reinforcement 
s~> > r 

process and has as its purpose t« ««ing am r-u«-- 
of theoretical knowledge obtained by the scudents in tn, 
study of specialized disciplines". 

ParticiDants in the conference discussed the main pio 
blenis of SiSuSuoi tSainlag: practice study in the workshops 
oÄchlri building technical sc*«ols; «ploitati^ Pjjctxo* 
for design specialists, as wall as technological and pre 
graduation practice ^ Qf production practice, 

the conferee delegates noted that the industrial enterprises 
SSbb Site their facilities available to students do not aiways 
£iSdnS«UfEd instructors, adequate working space. control 
over practice norms, etc»  They also notea shortcomings in 
the direction of such programs on the part of cne higner 
technical schools; thS responsibility for conductJn| P™^°- 
training sessions frequently devolves upon second-rate aadnot 
ilSys sufficiently qualified instructors; there is a lack of 
order in the preparation of performance reports, etc. 

The coherence recognised the need for ^J^1** * 
*p*cial session consisting of representatives of the machine 
bSlSSg ministries at the Ministry of Higher touc|txon for 
±he  discussion of basic measures to improve the entire pro 
du-tlon practice situation and to organize student fiexd trips 
to various industrial enterprises, «„*e„a-„.o Of esDecially.great importance were the conference 
decisions as"regards individual types of practice*  raese 
reflected the achievements obtained by the school as well as 
geliral proposals for the further improvement of practice 
program quality« 
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The School administration 
held the view that work practice in the School workshops 
should be the first stage is. the preparation of the student 
for actual work at an industrial enterprise« and that it 
should likewise serve as his background for the study of 
various topics in machine building» technology« machinery 
details„ etc.  This practice is an integral part of the 
course in "Metal Technology"« -which should take the form of 
a 'unified course taught by means of a single methodological 
approach»  The fragmentation of the course on "Metal 
Technology" and the assignment of its various topics to other 
specialized courses as was done at certain higher technical 
schools was considered unwise from the pedagogical standpoint. 
The course should be differentiated for the technological 
and non-technological specialties«, 

The basic principle in'conducting workshop sessions 
consisted in having the students do independent work on the 
production of machine components in technological sequence 
(building the model* casting» forging, welding* mechanical 
processing« final assembly, and conveyance of the finished 
product to the warehouse)*  As &  rule* the direction of 
component production should be supported by methodical. 
documentation« 

In the workshops» the student gains practical know- 
ledge of the folio-wing matters? 

1} All-of the basic manual and machine methods for 
the processing of metals« wood» and non-metallic'material; 

2} The basic technological processes involved' in ■' 
the production of details.! 

3) The designing of several types of equipment &nä 
apparatus for the hot and cold treatment of metals| 

k-)    Layout» cutting« and measuring instruments and , 
devices| 

5) The use of special equipment* machinery« and 
instrumental the orderly arrangement of tools and materials? 

6) The correct safety techniques to be employed at 
the working, space' in shaping metals and wood manually and 
with'the aid of machines} 

7) The technical difficulties encountered in pro- 
ducing details constructed without regard for production 
technology» 

In order to provide a well coordinated practical 
workshop program« it was deemed expedient to introduce the 
various aspects of metal technology in the following order? 
a)■■'modelling* casting* forging, machining, and welding- 
semesters l-*+| b) mechanics---semesters 5-6| 

In order to provide students with practical work 
experience of a sufficiently high level» the time to be 
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snent In wy<4r-*»«F» ^» xuereased from 256 up to 37h hours» 
■with eri^a of the workshops occupying 51 hours v*ith the 
exception of the mechanics shop which was to take up ll,Q 
hours- h . 

The conference pointed out; 1} the necessity ■*?■*♦ 
ev^nlsd.ng typical: workshops in all Machine- building schools« 
equipping them with the latest domestic machinery; 2) the 
necessity for issuing workshop practice guides. 

Exploitative practice was intended tot 
1) Familiarize the student with the general conditions 

of exploiting the object» as well as with exploitative or- 
ganization and economies? 

2) Enable the student to master the methods used in 
testing and receiving finished products in factories § 

3) Familiarize the student with assembly and sain« 
tenance. 

In setting the term of practice training at h-o  weeks 
(depending on the specialty), the School worked oufc an 
outline of the work to be performed by the students which 
was later proved by the conference? testing and grading 
standards were also defined* 

l%£^Ql^£äLj&m&tXm.*      This was a traditional part 
of the MW  curriculum and was perhaps its best and most 
highly-developed segment»  As formerly« it was intended to 
familiarize the student with all phases of machinery con- 
struction under actual production conditions* 

The technological practice program encompassed all 
stages of the machine construction process through an 
examination of the functions performed in each shop: open- 
hearth smelting« rolling* steel casting, shaping* assembly» 
etc*  The greatest amount of attention in the practice 
programs was devoted to the work most relevant to the student's 
specialty. 

,gr,e-g^adjaatifinh -pmc-.ti.ee..  The conference noted that 
pre-graduation practice must pursue the following ends? 

1) The assimilation of additional knowledge of equip- 
ment such as could not have been provided at the School, 
as well as the more thorough study of production process 
details.  This knowledge was to be drawn by the student 
in a particular phase of production» as well as from lectures 
and consultations conducted by the technical staff of the 
host factory? 

2} The development of a habit of applying the knowledge 
obtained at the School? this was done through the independent 
completion of individual assignments within a given workshops 

3) The selection and systematisation of materials for 
the senior project, 
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■ Having considered the experience of the MvTJ. trie 
conference considered it advisable to initiate the .development 
^general and specialised programs for preordinationpree- 
tice. increasing the time spent'in this activity from7.-8 to 
12-l4 weeks; the functions of supervision were likewise 

In connection with the matter of production practice* 
the methodological conference also discussed the problem 01 

r^aj. ^-^ "experience gained by the-School over the 
g^mc^t 100-vepr period that it had been conducting sush 
excursions served as evidence of the- enormous pedagogical 
significance of such programs. - , . .ut f4fl1(, 

Despite this fact, the conference noted that fiexu^ 
tr«Ds «rranped by the School became less and less irequem, 
in «U earlv 19*s} there «ere no more large-scale excursions 
such as those conducted in 192? to the largest factories in 
the country (the Novo-Kramatorskiy. Dnepropetrovsk* 
Makevevkiy* and other Factories)» 

sSw« the results of the methodological coherence 
held in 19^8 as the result of an extensive creative effort 
on the part of the scientific community at the Mxu  on unsr 
problem of production practice as one of the most important 
portions of the pedagogical.process. 

The conference resolutions provided a basis :wx a 
farther and considerable improvement of all production wer* 
programs not only at the MV'TTJ* but at some clothe other 
higher technical schools of the country as weij.. 

In  ^-9* there was a scientifie-methoaological con- 
ference held to sum up the results of the methodological 
tork carried out at the School since 19^5.  The matters 
taken up by the conference were determined by the goal 
o-r  rea^zing the resolutions of the Central CossiaUee on 
ideological problems« and for this reason marked a new 
phase in the development of the School. 

The conference took up important pedagogical- 
methodological problems.  A discussion by many scientific 
workers from other higher technical schools o, ;,he counUy 
made it possible to define definite trends in the fielo of 
nrolect work, the manner of conducting practical exercises, 
and the solution of the problem of providing visual aids 
materials,  There «ras an important discussion on the macter 
of student work schedules.  This problem is of great im- 
portance to the proper organization of independent VOTK.  on 
the part of students. **.»».   *„ + 

A«* a result of its discussion of student project 
work, the conference defined the aims of this activity as 
follows: 
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1) The syatemfttlzation.-.Äxtension* and improvement 
of the student's knowledge and practical experience obtained 
throughout his schooling; 

2) Trie familiarisation of the student with the 
independent solution of complex problems which tnV.3 into 
account both technical and economic indices? 

3) The development in the student of &  filing of 
creative initiative« responsibility, independence, and 
work discipline? 

k)    A thorough and extensive mastery of that branch 
of technology with which the theme of the project is concerned; 

5) The testing of the student's mastery of the material 
study at the School and his preparedness for independent work 
in industry* 

It was considered absolutely necessary to conduct 
senior project work in special facilities at the School 
which would be furnished with adequate equipment4 reference 
literature4 blueprintsa etc« 

The creative development of scientific-Methodological 
thought in succeeding years was reflected in the work of the 
scientific-methodological conferences held during the period 
1950-195^*  These conferences scrutinized the 'results and 
future outlook with reference to broad &nä  specific methods 
for holding lectures4 seminars» and laboratory sessions» as 
well as of administering project programs* production practice,. 
field trips» etc*  An exceptionally important role in the 
work of the conferences Is played by the problems of ideologic 
political education among the students« the problem of teaching 
political and socio-economic subjects, and the problems of 
studying the history of science and technology. 

In the elaboration of methodological problems» the 
MVTU assumed BB. important role among the higher technical 
schools of the Soviet Union, 

If the development of scientific-methodological thought 
is an example of the general improvement in the work of the 
MVTU in the area of organizing the basic precepts of the 
academic process* no less convincing is the example such as 
is provided by the brief general description of the MVTU 
study plans over the period from 19lf? through 1953. 

The study plans for the period 1<&7-1953 were based 
on a full term of study lasting from five year six months 
to five years nine months.  The first six semesters (the 
first through the third years) students in all specialties 
received the same general technical and scientific training. 
This preparation consisted of the following courses? the 
foundations of Marxism-Leninism, political economics» foreign 
languages» higher mathematics, physics« chemistry, descriptive 
geometry, mechanical drawing, theoretical mechanics, strength 
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of materials« laadiias components* the theory of machines 
and 'mechanisms» metal technology^ thermodynamics* thermal 
technology« metallurgy» electrical technology, lifting and 
transport machines« hydraulics* and hydraulic machinery. 

Most of the general courses wer« supplemented by 
laboratory works general chemistry« physicss materials 
testiags sietalography, electrical technology» hydraulics« 
thermal technology,» etc. 

The students were required to complete &.  cycle of 
practical assignments in the mechanics,, modelling, forginga 
e®stlngs welding» and machine shops» 

In studying the special subjects* ©ach student completed 
& cycle of laboratory assignments having to do with, his own 
specialty. 

An Important role in the study plans was played by 
preist work« 

Course Project Work.  Course projects, had to do with 
■machines» mechanises» and Instruments for Installations of 
technical interest which provided appropriate material for 
study»  The assignments were quite concrete» sine© they 
were based.on the actual conditions under which the object 
at hand was produced or exploited In modern industry«  The 
size of the report ranged from five to seven sheets,  Sie 
assignment as received by the student Included sketches or 
diagrams of the object without excessive detail such as might 
lead to simple copying %    it also included a list of materials 
and references*  Assignments of a technological nature 
Included blueprints of the article with all necessary- 
dimensions precisely indicated, 

££BiQ2LJ32&l&£jti£*  The thenws of senior projects 
had to do with, machines« apparatus* instrumentss and in- 
stallations important in the machin« building industry. 
The  project assignment was so devised as to require the in- 
dependent elaboration by the student of.a number of problems 
and questions on the basis of advanced scientific•and 
technical knowledge. 

The senior projects constituted complex studies 
encompassing a number of problems in design* calculation» 
experimentation» economics« and technology ss related to 
the general assignment and theme» The total size of the 
report ranged from 15 to 16 sheets« of which no less than 
10 sheets were to be taken up bysaterials having to do with 
planning and design exclusively. 

Assignments having to do with design projects also 
covered the elaboration of the. technical aspect, which con- 
sisted in the construction of working blueprints« a 
description of the technological process employed» etc. 
This  portion of the report made up 15-20$« 
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A« before, the student was required to develop his 
theme under expert guidance and to consult; industrial 
specialists on special topics.  The established tradition 
of Electing the modern achievements., of science and „ech- 
rologv in the project and of fudging them according to 
pxtremelv high standards remained unchanged with respect to 
this important aspect of an engineer's training. 

In 19^f. there began a major effort on the .realization 
within the academic process of-the resolution of^tne USSR 
Council of'Ministers and the Central Committee of the , ^ 
CPSÜ on the improvement of the training» distribution, ana 
utilization of specialists with a higher and secondary 
specialised education» 

X^M>&ÜSW> 

The experimental method of instruction« much in^tne 
past occupied an important place in the generais'/stem ox 
higher technical education, underwent farther development 
at the MVTÜ.  This development occurred in two als tine 
stages? the first period (1910-1930} proceeded in line 
with the general polytechnic orientation 0/ tae Senool. 
while the second (1930-1952) coincided with its specialisation 
in. the area of mechanics and machine building.   . 

The  experimental base underwent .an extremely rapia 
period of growth from 1918-1930» as may be seen from the 
following Comparative list of laboratories and equipment 
rooms:  /note? see Table XIV at end of report^/ 

This comparative list does not Include tue central 
electrical station and heating station, both of whicn were 
among'the thermal technology laboratories of the Mechanics 
Department.  This Department also included several facilities 
(such as the regulator laboratory) which did not grow during 
this period* as well as a small mechanical workshop. 

A raa^or portion of the laboratories and equipment 
rooms whose organisation was outlined in the "Plan for the 
Development of the Moscow Technical School" were finally 
built.  The only laboratories listed In the Plan whicn were 
not added were those requiring considerable space? this 
included, for example* the technical physics* steam engine. 
and hydrotechnical laboratories, the hydrologies! experimental 
station» the chemical technology station and equipment 
facility« the experimental purification station* etc. 

Concurrently with the Intensive growth in the' numoer 
of laboratories, a ma^or effort was being exerted toward the 
development of general and specialised laboratory work guxdes. 
This was equally applicable to both the new ana oxd l-aooratorie; 
By 1930» the character of laboratory work coincided WJ.UI the 
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general teaching level and reflected modern achievements In 
science and technology. 

1930 marked the start of the second period in the 
development of the experimental-laboratory base and laboratory 
work methods» 

In the period from 1930 through 194-1. the number of 
laboratories increased -from the I1*- which remained after the 
1930 reorganization to 30.  The most rapid growth of the 
laboratory base and intensification of scientific-methodological 
work took place in 1937-19^1 when old specialties were expanded 
and new departments and specialties organised. 

The Great War of the Motherland Interrupted this 
growth for some time.  The improvement of the laboratories 
vas resumed in 19!*3» however6 at which time special emphasis 
was placed on the internal combustion engine and precise 
instrumentation laboratories. 

In subsequent years» new equipment was received in 
ever greater volume. 

Never before in the hundred years of its existence 
had the MVTU received so many new machines« lathes* pieces 
of apparatus, instruments* etc»  All of this aided the 
growth of the new technological laboratories, enabling 
them to answer the needs of modern technology* and promoted 
the growth of the old laboratories« as well as the scientific 
development of general and specialized laboratory work guides 
and the general elevation of the level of scientific research. 

2h^ÖBfclsa§-jaf-J^^ 

The number of School workshops remained unchanged for 
a number of years.  As before, there were the wood shop, 
metal forging shop« foundry, machine shop» and mechanical 
shop. 

The type of work done in the workshops since 19.1? 
improved and developed in. subsequent years. Work methods 
were improved* new assignments were introduced« old projects 
were changed, etc.  The general development of the workshops 
can be broken down into two periods: the first lasted from 
1917 through 19304 i.e., until the reorganisation of the 
School, and the second—from 1930 through 193*.  The first 
period may best be described by the following brief list of 
projects in each workshop until 1930» 

The woodworking., ahon.  Demonstrations»  The latter 
were designed to provide students with a general knowledge 
of modelling* materials, instruments« and machines used in 
wood modelling.  Hie studies were accompanied by demonstrations 
of methods and techniques used. 
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TndivldusL work«- Each student conflated the 
fallowing projects: 

V    Squaring & board with a plans and saving it Into 
a 1»nib? 'this project was Intended to acquaint fcbe strident 
v-'ft- the use of such tools as the hacksaw and coping saw* 
->J »*■»©% brace and bit setsfe various' drills» squares, divider i 
Ä+ " » 

2) &.e joining of two blocks of wood into a penon 
or scarf joint; the student continued his familiarization 
with 'such*tools as chisel, mallet« hammers» etc.5 

3) The  turning.of a saw handle on a wood turning 
lathe according to exact dimensions with the aid of a 

*f) She construction of a simple model or box to 
hold a model (completely finished). 

^fi^Jaißlaß-^fiE.  Bie assignments were «3 follows! 
1) llis extrusion of a square-head bolt; from square 

steel stock? the extrusion of a hexagonal bolt from a 
round length of steel; 

2.) She forging of a square and hexagonal nut from 
flat steel; '     , 

3) Bending two angles in fiat stoeic—one vdtn . 
preliminary scoring« the other■without; 

■ l*)'' Ihe welding-of-two round rods ana the forging of 
& weld ed.. chi sei or punch followed by tempering; 

5) The forging of a two-ended wrench. 
This work was done by two students who alternated 

in handling the stock and operating the haoaer. .. - 
In addition to these required individual assignments» 

there were likewise demonstrations on the screw press. 
This work consisted in having the students take, down 

tn» operating characteristics of the press functioning freely 
a.r-r? operating with dyes (extrusion* flattening, bending, ana 
cutting), and then calculate the power of the equipasnt. 

2ULJ&auafll£. Ttie  students- became acquainted with the 
oroperties of »igiron, apparatus used in melting it. casting 
mat^rj&ls« various types of clay casting., the production of 
complex shapes» and the melting of non-ferrous metals. 

E*ch student independently completed 10-12 assignments 
and became acquainted with 5-7 operations included in the 
cycle of general student assignments. 

Itiajaasuina-aaKUB.  Sae work program in the machine 
»hop was as follows: 

1} Demonstrations explaining cutting., scraping. grind in* 
sod threading? worlt with several .laenually operated lathes and 
in^t^umfiuts: demonstrations of annealing and tempering of ■•■ 
chisels in the furnace; demonstrations of impact and pressure 
training apparatus? 
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2ä&l8_J. 

Time of    Mechanics | Electricians. Chemiets, Builders Total 
graduation 

By   1   July 
£ 3? <i X # # a a # , 190 

By  1  Jan. 
1922,*,.,„] 208 

Total i        20? 

Years 

21 Table   SI:   see   aast   page_J7 

Table   III 

State  appropriations 
in  thousands   of   rubles 

Special   funds   in   thou- 
sands   of   rubles..,.... 

1914 

Total..,,.... 

391.0 

208,0 

780,0 

558, 0 

179,0 

737,0 

Z, Table   IV:   see   beiowJT* 

Table V 

IS23-24 | 19 24-25 j 1023-28 

1383,0 j  2590,0 

381.Q 

1844,0 

488.0 

2478,0 

Years 

Percentage of 
rabfak graduates 
in total student 

body 
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T&hMJ&JL 

pasft'j* B«pas? 
jar.r»t£   ! 

Sections 

Nunber  of  professors KuBber of 
professors 
according 
to pÄaa 

iiecha-j 

1. Mathematics *«. 

2, Mechanics .«...» 

3. Physics....♦.» 

4, Applied mecha- 
nics and 
machine build- 
ing» «»•*«••*»•• 

5. Kechan, wood 
and setal 
technology*..♦ 

fr. Mechanical 
fiber techno 
logy» ...♦•• 

[ 7. Civil ©ngin©©3? 
j    ±ng  and archi 
I    teeturo .. 

I 8..Electrical 
technology»*.. 

%t   Engines and 
shipbuiling«•» 

Chemi- 
stry 

1, Chemistry« *.. • * 

2.' Chemical t©ch» 
aology &Jßd 
metallurgy 
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Tafel« SfX Jk?ifcp.t>im*ft&} 

asnts Sections 

Chemi- 
3„   Botany . ....» •. . 

4.   Geology   and 
• mineralogy 

Nufiifoer &t  Professors 

1017 
Sept. |  Sept. 
ISIS     1020 

Eleetri- 
cal 

techno- 
_ logy 

Electrical 
iecihaologry* , •   ö    *   #   * 

Civil     j  1.   Structural 
engineerj-       inechanies  and' 

ing i construction 
I engineering»«. 

2. Urban and rural 
planning and 
construction,«. 

3, Sanitation en- 
gineering. . .. ., 

4« Architecture.»» 

Ö,   Hydraulic   förigl~ 

a& X 34 

Kuwb«r öf 
professors 
according 
to plan 
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v. jßa r t 
/Sontimied^T 

|COüKCIL| 
••■ ■ ■  i 

doverniag Board 

1MVTU Industrial Sector 

! MatBrIala Testing f-t— 
I   Institute   

[Workshops j**" 

Publishing House 
(with printing 

plant) 

Forestry Technologyj 
Division Y 

^Administrative  Committee! 

-HjBusinesa  Of ficöJ 

•^ Organizational Bureau) 

Various Administrative 
Organs 

*-Medical Section! 

Table XX 

'Number  of  Students 
Years not  holding 

.1 obs 
holding  Jobs total 

1930 2253 6 48 2900 

1931 2555 1182 3737 

1032 2733 2099 4832 
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ÜS'U™£;L ,M^3£^3SM^B^^X-J^B^BBB£J5^. -!ES5^iSASÄi».SIiM- Machine 
Building irlna11tu t e   1 aenl   Bau^nJPjyur^^ 30^3^3 

De pj&rtaects Sections 

2, 
3. 

General 
(all 

4. 
tjt f 

departments) 0. 

Thermal   and 
hydraulic 
machinery 

Cold metal 

shaping 

•v Ö » 

11» 
12« 
13. 
14, 

16, 
17. 
18, 

20, 
a.L , 

I 22. 
j 23. 

J 24. 
i" 

25* 

26. 

*-* r « 

28. 
! 2D » 

30. 

^31, 

r 

Heated   metal r i>s 

133. s ha.pi rig 

General   machins 
f'34. 

4 35, 
136 . building 

Precis,   mechanics 3?0 

Leninism 

Dialectical raatetialisa 

Political ecoßoaics 

Theory of the Soviet economy 

Theoretical mechanic© 

Machine details 

Strength of materials 

Chens is try 

Applied   mechanics 
Physics 
Higher mathematics 

Descriptive geometry and drafting 
Foreign languages 

Military science (tactics) 

Military industrial production 

Metal industry economies 

Fundamentals of construction 
Iradustrial orgaaization 
Electrical technology 

Marxist history of technology 

Internal combustion engines 
Hydraulic aachinery 

General hydraulics 

Refrigeration machine building and 

installation 
Steam and dieael locomotives 

Thermodynamics 

Compressors and ventilators 
Metal cutting- 

Control and study of machine build ins 
processes and Materials 

Metals technology 

Technological standardization 
Metal casting 

Metal pressing 

Lifting and transport mechanisms 

Textile machine building 
Food processing machine bulling 
Precision instrument marine: 
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Table X 

Divisions and Specialties 

According' to 
IS15 Plan 

5. Thermal 
technology 

Organised In 
191S~1920_ 

Functioning in 1030-30 

1, Thermal 
technology 

1« Boiler in- 
stallations 

2» Steaia engines 

X. Thermal technology 

1„ Thentsal power and 
boiler installations 

2. Steaia engines (steam 
machines and turbines) 

3. Refrigeration 3, Refrigeration machines 

IX« General 
machine 
building 

1. Hydraulic 
machinery 
and technology 

sachines and 
installations 

4, Stationary 
internal com- 
bustion 
engines 

5« Steaa loco* 
jaotives 

6, Railway 
operation 

7» Self- 
propelled 
equipment 

II« General 
machine 
building 

1, Hydraulic 
machinery 

and installations 

4. Stationary internal 
combustion engines 

5. Ste&si locomotives 
and railway cars 

6, Automobiles and 
tractors 

7« Aircraft engines 

II. General machine 
building 

1» Hydraulic power and 
pumping stations 
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If> tele Z /ß^»ti.uu&€/ 

According to 

Ä. H3frigeratlon 
aaohinery 

•Bivi^ious sad S#®cslaltlQs 

Org&aiaa«! la      ■ Function* »at Äa MS3-10SO- 

HI.  Mt'Cfeaaieai 

t ®etae>l Ofjy 

IV.  Aeronautics 

V.   Mechanical 
fiber  t©cfe~ 

I.   Mechanical 
transport 

2»  Transport  --■■■- 
machinery 

j ■ 8«  Mrcraft 
machinery ■ 

121.   lf#od an$ ' 
j&®tai 
technology 

1, Casting 
2, M»*sis&Bi©aI 

«Sofia :'ia*tal 
pr©©*ss-iag; 

3*   HaateÄ m©t®X 

4»   Wood t@eteo~ 

S«  Trampert »aahioery 

3,  Grela Killing ©«mis*"* 
m©ai  production" 

III,   M®«Smnieal w©«d. a&d 
netal  technology 

Saiaa  «.paeialtiss- an 
in 1.9 £8-1© 20 

1«  Cotton spin» 
niag 

2*  Linen »gia*» 
aiag 

3*  We'oX 
gpiaaiag 

4.   Silk 
spinning 

V« Text11® division 

1« Cotton «j*i»aiii2 
2. Lin«»- spiaaing 
3» V&&X spinning 
4» Silk «planing, 

in'g 

2, Railway operation 
2. River shipbuiling aatf aarin« «ngin«sr 
3. T^aaspert  ancS  lifting utachlaery 
4. Automotive toehnologf 
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Table SI 

^^llMl£m.-&B±^m&lMMrk*^*~ 
ftccordi&g to 

1.&X5  fflaa.,,. 

OrganlxAd 1» I918-20  jFunctioning ia 1929-30 

i t 

caX    ■ 1 int®  two tiiviislo&s». 
engineering 

I*  Technological 
1.   Technology     ■ •n«in«eri»g 

o-f minerals j 
organic .mate 
jMals»   and 
foods   Ca.Bd       I 
metallurgy.) 

3«.   Paint  tÄßh- 
K0lOg3? 

IS.   Cfeemieal J 
e'agi»»«*'!»^ II.   Ch*»taal 

I engineering 

l®gy 

X-*   Basle  elic-siieal 
iu.duatry- 

2« "Cfesmieal  technology 
of  silicates 

3.   CJi@fflieal  technology 
©f   fe^ti lister» 

4ff   C&©?aieatl   tfeefenolO'gj? 
©f äB<siaJiss 

5 #  Tstc ha© 1 o g t cal 
eiset 3?oofc©B3is try 

II.,  Grg&xiie oheaioal 
i     technology' 

:il.   M»cbano- 
eliMiieal 

Thi»   l»cludad.the 
fallowing subdivi- 
sions a ad. special- 
ties* s. 
1.,  Technology'of  mlssor&l 

substan©e@   (basic  in- 
dustrial  ofeemiatry, 
silicate technology, 
aföd  orgaaic   fortili- 
ares* teclmology. 

,  Teeimology of  or- 
ganic  !3U bstauaofcs 
<technology  of 
$&t& aa«S  animal 
products,   p.©tro|*um 
aad pyragojae. taeimo« 
logy.,   pharffl&Oftutleal 
tis©!jBolögys   fu»l  toeh 
nology} 
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SH,   Chemical tectmolog; 
©f  fuels  aad  pyre- 

2*   Cbeaicatl  t*ehaologi 
o-f  fat® &nd  aaiia&l 
topsails 

3. »harmaeeutlca!  too? 
. .aology 

4, Chsiaieal  technology 
of- p-Siotographio 
Etat ©rial 8 

III# ch<&BJicai»t®3tii» 
Industrie® 

1,   Ch»mieal  teefeaol" 
ogy of bl«a.cfcos 
and äy»3 



Dlvislöttfi  arJ' 8?.|re«i&Xti«ß 

g to. Organised la . lft£S~<&9 

S, Fo©4 t©efea@lög^ '■' 
< technology ©f 
ea3ffe©hydi,«it«» «lau! 

gs3?©s«rvatiott t©eh~ 

4*  T»efm©l©gj of 

iila  industries 
(technology*, of 

Funetioaiag ia X.020*-3O 

2.   C&fesfiioal  i»«th»ölegy 

©f eollwlos© 

SV»  F©föd proaaots 

1.«  Ch©sa±©al  feö&aoiogy 
of f©eds 

djao.»   toeimoXögy        [2,   C&esiioal  t#etaöl©gy 
of  ble&ehingj. «ty©»   |       ©i  £o»d p.*»8eyvation' 

5»   Cellulose  t&ch&o2.®gj| 
@„   Metallurgy &iM 

msst&Xiegmp&y   . 
. (fervtra» aad »ots-* 
ferrous ' ia.a_taX.c.). 

According  to 
ISIS  Plan __ 

la   Eleetrie&X 
aaehla®_ 
bu&ldlstg. 

Divisions B.&Ü. Se©@ia:Itt«s 

Organised  la 
1018 =»20 

■*mf IdiJäg 

IX,   Bleots'ieal       21.   Eieeträcal 
railway© 

111«Installation 
asd utilisa- 
tion 

Ftmotloalag:la X.0£@-l©3ü 

railway» 

trie&X rail- 
ways 

2* Long'-diat&n&m 
railways 

I.   BleetriessJ. nsaehin© 
building 

IX«   production,  distriM**- 
tio»s   &n& utiliasaticsa 
©f  electsrioal  powoi*' 

i   1«   Th$rat&£ pt&srex' stations- 
2.   EydresXectsri©  p®w@i? 

»tatiosÄ 
3*   Hlg.h-volta.flf® t-eglmology 
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2&&&J&I ■ZB^nt4a'i«^7" 

Bivisiaas and Syttclalties 

According to 
1015  Fla». 

IV« Technology 
©£. «raak 
«mrraata 

III*. Eroductioa 
.aad trsn»- 
'laiMlea of. 

■ale. ©trie 
fsowssr .   . 

■ 1.«  Thsrm&i 
statt ©as 

wtf * tn<ift*j«*im*t0e*e 

FmsotioaiiBg ia l:-9SS»3t0t© 

'4,   Kleetr ie»l  drive asels/-" 
alsuß.■ 

5a  Elect rioe.1  eqiaipaesst j ©£ 
teetile ui£ls 

6*   Blectriaal lightlag   : 

.1 :c I«  Ceaauai eat 1 one 

t& 0 Hyd,r©@l©ctsiie X «   Ifc&dio teofaaskogry 
. estatiea® 2 •  Sigseilijag«   e^Btrali»» 

3* Eleetrie  p.@w*sr ss&iioa,   sad  Mccjtingr 
transmission 3 .• Telegraph 

.  Telephony 
, XV ,   Rieötrleal          x,^^ 

is0ta4,Iatios.s 
JL« .Textile station 

®q«isna@iit 
do «■ _ Factory amd 

glaut 
eqtaijMaest ' 

V. Radiotelogrs&hy 



&£2&JaUuL 

BivisiOB® a»<$ Social ties 

According .to 
£016  Eiaa— 

1* SasiK-s^s*!»! 
&tvnctnr®& 

I.   Bagine*r&it-g *•   Bagineerta« «tnictwro» 
»traeias?®® 

<U   Bridges. **   Bridge«'and »tractor«* 
|j.   Complex @a«' ja; Brbas public  works?       • 

-glneftriag ' »tractrnf©!? 
»truoturcai      ' 3.   Plant a»d fa*t»ry oon- 

II#   H-ydra«lle 

IIS.  3attltft.tlon 
tea&aology 

X«   Waterworks 

J3.„  traöerwatey smd 
j       underground 
I       jsts"uotur«Es 

12,,   BydraaXie 

;III,  Sa.Bltst.tlon 
te©fcas>l©gy 

1»  Waterworks 
2«'Sewara-ge  ajaiJf aa&  sö";?®rag© 

water pari-     3.*   EsatJsg?  and 
f i eat i ö' ft I       ■ v « a 11 la-t i o s 

■S«   H»atlag aud. 
voatilatloa 

\ 
IV,  Urbaa. techni 

cal   f&cilitie« 

V„   Ag r 1 cal tu Ta.1 
tosehaology 

71. Architecture 

IV.   R&lXw&ys 

etjrucfclon- 

»IX«   Hydraulic  t«-toology 

ill,,   Gs«ausae 1 - *' at i l ? -V$ ^ 

h«e.t lag 
I     S,' E©a.d «©aiätruotioa 

I¥, Aychitsetur® 

axelii tee tare 

tri« Factory &a<i 
plant coaa« 
tra&tiaa 
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jLato©**®..*©*'!«*»- «Että   B«£&lp»eat «jaetioaiagf 
VJMMVBIMMWMteirlfe'S 

in t&lS In IS SO 

IGBCHMRICS iossaafME» 

<6« 

a« 

Laboratories ■ 
1«  Material»  testing; 

S-teaan boil«rs- 
Steam turbine» 

6»   iBteraal e'öabttstioa 
s-agia®». 

T.   Heating iaad 'vaatilattlwa 
6.  Bitsildisg sjateri&Ie 

testisg 
8«  Cargo liftlag ffiaehln®» 

10* 'B»£rigera.tlon 
11.   Möt&l»  technology■■ 

Ca'otol. eratttag) ■ 
'12,   Aerodynamics 

x:1- Tt«r»««iniirariJiJMJ<riiyiMlMgiiiMFIWiMftrlP»W'n^^ 

■IS. Station fo*1 

--testing &£  Bpun 
*cw«n materials 

14*. S'fsiMsiBg assl w©wi»g 
n^ahlne station 

IS*   PfojaiOsB 
1@«   Blectri$«& t«sc2i*i©X0gy 

wit Is saae&is©*   ©leötr©- 
';   '»etrlc»  and\p'h.at©»«fct*i©. 

braacfe««) 

4* 

0* 

laboratories. 
M&t©;ri&3>@  testing 
Ca««&aßi©al3 
Hydregaliea' 

Siesta b«i3L«rs 
St «ras ttsrfeiass 
Statlosarf' iateraal  oam* 
-bttä-tion..engines- 
AtttOttOhil«&' - 
SÄ«gä» ' 1.1ft tsfr »a-oMmr-s- 
B#f r i g© r srt & © a 
A«r©dyna:»iö 

tu«. ?lÄtsl -.cutting 

is» 
14« 

18. 

iü£ijfc.<l 

22« 

Ca*ti3g 
H«Ä.t6d »®tal ptrsesitfSiiig 
Gratia silliag^ *q<£ipjEent 
sre-duetiea 
Cöttoa-gafrör . 
MJS©» »grlaaisg 

Silk ßpianl^sg- 

%»p%. t«*tisgt 
Spinning a«d w®aviag ; 
»atÄrialK  t®Äiiag■ stsstie«' 
Hxystes   Cv&th a. aamefessr fei"': 
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Tiq-ipm^nt   Boos»* 

1«  Applied  »echa»i©8 
S„   MafMss  dm tails,   with 

machen®  building Btt»*tus- 

(and®i? tfc« S«hool wo*&- 
shops)        . 

■   4«   Bai 1way -gear ' a»«l  ear© 
.??, Btu&j 3.isäift  os th» KeebÄL' 

aleal tec-hssalogy ®f  fife« 
(isat® rials  aac!  products 'o 

last,   la-esaa*   and ssaöäin® 
details') 

• '7*   Ärchlteötur« • 
S*  Draft±»g and' siod@lX.iag' 

10»   Bbyaslcs   < «I«sa cms t ratio« 

CBIM1S 

1«  Ap|?ii@ci Kee'faajsies 

i.  tega 1 iftlEg m&Ahizx«« 
8. ■ öf&ftiag »ndt sao dell i&g 

f*  Cli*titi.»try 

TRY  Blä'ÄHTMKlT' 

Laboratories 
1* Qualitativ» aassl^sis 

:  ä* Qua»titatlve  aaalyaii 
3« Isor-gaaie caemSstrj 
4« Organic  ehemästxy 
5* Min®y&l   technology. 
8« Orgaasie   technology 
7« F'ofcd  tee&nelogy 
S« By®   t.««hn«slogy 
0» Metallurgy 

iü-, Mia«raXogy 
II. Ba«teyioiog^ 

Bqiaipaent  BOSKS 

1, Physical ©he&istary 
2, Klsot?oc&@mi$try 

! 

La,b®3»attories. 
1* Qualitativ® «m&lyssS® 

: 2.»   Quantitative  analysis 
3»   laongacttlo  ©li«tEr.istry 

.4«   Organic «sh«»iBtry ■ 
5«   'Physical  ©hoaistry 
Si»   "oil©id chemist j?y 
?»   Sx@.etr©eh©fflistr'y 
8*   Mineral   t«eha©logy aud 

safttallwrgf 
0.   Ox-gaaie  technology  Cwlth  - 

©qtsiprS€sKt   T&mi&B   in  tn-Bl 
and  gi&tio&ery  technology) 

|10.   food  technology ' 
ill«  Food preservation  t«fsha©lögj 
j IS« ■'Bar «swing technology 
I IS*   P.fea.riaa.eftutiCÄi   techno; 
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3* ö#B©*"ä1 <sh»»iß-try 
4. Stationery 'i»duatry 
jS« By® oSemistry .aad 

tAOh&OlOgy 
.6. Cryatfcllogj'ar&.Ekjr 
7, Mineralogy 
«. Botany aad &a®t«iriol®gy 

J..4». T*eIiaol©gy ©f ph®t0gs&$h&p 
»«teria&e | 

IS*   By« te«sh»»logy  Cwltlt •qtttjj.- 
5ii*»t yes©:» j 

J-.S». Bl©-&©&±ng- *»d  dy^'img?        ; i 
JEJ.  £vtlfi«ial  fiber» | 
IB,   SiMMuiatary ®f toxlo «ufesteqacaa 
.£0,   GJb#ai»t*y <*£ »«plosives     j 
SO«  &a,ti»g«s ©Iwmiiitrs? . I 
£X„   Misejrsittgy  (with mv&ijm&nk 

33»   Bwtaaay  {with'««&wips*.*mt  ?©d:®) 

CPw»ßti»n.i»g' &a  ©f:'1#1N>} 
SabosrafoviCHS' 

3.   EXeetrleaX Äa*i*e a»#sefea» 
■ntsss»      '. 

4#   High Voltage 
5»   Ya-<rau» t#:®hss'!«£»'» 
$., : Eadi®   (telogr&phy) 
t,   Tel»phony 
S#  Telegraphy 

0»  T«l®g3fapSii&«»i«il«pfe©Jaio 
. «te&sm result 

10»  Sjtsmd&srtlis&iio» 

12» Bleetronetry 

Ikpiipmssnt'- Bdosns 
1.«  Lecture bail 
2«  M»0©am 

I» Sr;tru«!turi»aL raateafiai© 
2*  Sewerage asd waterworks» 

•S,  Heating and ventilation 
4«   Highway construction 
5„. Chemistry 
6#  'Eleetric&l technology 

'-Equipment  B©«»«- 
1«  ■ Hyds>«tt£4©*■-•' c   ..-o^e    ■ 
2» Engineering structures 
3. Bridges 
4«   Roadways 

J5 ♦• - Wa* © * ».Of kft r ■■■#•*•■ ■ Skewers«© 

CIVIL BH6XHBSB1HG DSBJtimiERT. ' ! 
(Functioning as  »f  1830)    '; j 

7*   Heating and ventilation     : 
S,  Sanitation   . I 
9,   Factory ssad ftl&nt  een&tm^tiott 
2.©', 'ö'rbaä pulle rarki construe. '* 
1£» urban a»«* -rural esmveaieaeee. 
IS-«   Gealogy . | 
13«   ö®®d«@y ■   |       . 
14, Construction aethofe- j 
15, AreMtaetur© ' ;■ 
1,S,  Brafting ! 
£7«■ --Dr *»1 ng  C&n£  water eolör# ) 
IvS*   Bad. I way a                                     •: 

10,106 •sin»- 
8? 


